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Key Findings
• Carbon taxes are a popular solution to climate change because they are an economically efficient way 

to price in negative externalities of greenhouse gas emissions.
• In practice, carbon taxes have been partial measures, either exempting certain sectors of the economy 

or offering substantially reduced rates for certain activities.
• One way to judge the design and administration of carbon taxes is by measuring the ratio of actual 

revenue collected divided by potential revenue, known as a c-efficiency ratio. The resulting ratio illus-
trates how well the tax captures the theoretical tax base.

• The Canadian territories of Northwest Territories and British Columbia, as well as Japan and Luxem-
bourg, performed the best, with c-efficiency ratios around or above 0.6. 

• The average c-efficiency ratio of the jurisdictions studied is 0.29, and the weighted average c-efficiency 
ratio is 0.24.

• Some countries employ multiple carbon pricing systems, often for different sectors of the economy, 
which explains some carbon taxes’ lower c-efficiency ratios. 

• The high c-efficiency ratios of some high-income jurisdictions that rely heavily on carbon taxes show it 
is a viable policy tool for capturing its desired tax base.
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Introduction 
The carbon tax is often considered the ideal climate policy. However, existing carbon taxes do not match 
the ideal theoretical policy.1 More than two dozen carbon taxes exist in the world today, and they vary 
widely in terms of design. Some cover only a limited share of emissions or feature reduced rates for differ-
ent sectors. This study seeks to create a universal statistic to show how well a carbon tax compares to an 
idealized theoretical tax on greenhouse gas emissions. 

Methodology and Issues

C-Efficiency Ratio: The Premise

This paper applies the concept of c-efficiency ratios, commonly used to evaluate value-added taxes 
(VATs), to carbon taxes. The ratio compares the extent to which a tax raises revenue equal to the total 
theoretical consumption tax base multiplied by the tax rate. If a tax was perfectly designed and enforced, 
the efficiency ratio should equal 1.2 In practice, most taxes have enforcement challenges that create com-
pliance gaps and deliberate design choices, such as exemptions, that create policy gaps. Together, the 
compliance and policy gaps reduce the c-efficiency ratio below 1.3 While some divergence from a theoreti-
cal ideal is to be expected—no tax has a perfect compliance rate and certain aspects of total consumption 
are particularly difficult to measure—policymakers have significant control over policy gaps. 

Applied to value-added taxes in 2018, the unweighted average efficiency ratio in the OECD was 0.56, 
meaning slightly more than half of potential VAT revenue was collected.4 Across individual countries, 
efficiency ratios ranged from 0.35 at the low end to 0.75 at the high end.5 While a revenue ratio of 1 is an 
unrealistic expectation, an average ratio of 0.56 suggests that VAT bases have significant room for im-
provement. 

As carbon taxes are supposed to be broad taxes on all greenhouse gas emissions, the revenue generated 
should be emissions times the carbon tax rate. Calculating the efficiency ratio for a carbon tax, by dividing 
actual revenue by potential revenue, allows us to determine how well carbon taxes capture the potential 
greenhouse gas emissions. This paper considers all carbon taxes active for the entirety of 2022 according 
to the World Bank’s Carbon Pricing Dashboard with limited exceptions.6  

1 Alex Muresianu, “Carbon Taxes in Theory and Practice,” Tax Foundation, May 2, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/carbon-taxes-in-practice/https://taxfoundation.org/carbon-taxes-in-practice/.
2 OECD, “Consumption Tax Trends 2020: VAT/GST and Excise Rates, Trends and Policy Issues,” 2020, https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/152def2d-en/index.htm-https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/152def2d-en/index.htm-

l?itemId=/content/publication/152def2d-en&_csp_=c74456d46ecc7b2f6fd3352bb00363ec&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book#section-d1e260/l?itemId=/content/publication/152def2d-en&_csp_=c74456d46ecc7b2f6fd3352bb00363ec&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book#section-d1e260/. Sometimes 
also referred to as VAT Revenue Ratios, or VRRs. 

3 Serhan Cevik, Jan Gottschalk, Eric Hutton, Laura Jaramillo, Pooja Karnane, and Mousse Sow, “Structural Transformation and Tax Efficiency,” International Monetary 
Fund Working Paper 19/30 (February 2019), https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2019/02/15/Structural-Transformation-and-Tax-Efficiency-46552. 

4 Ibid. 
5 Grzegorz Poniatowski, Mikhail Bonch-Osmolovsky, Adam Smietanka, Agnieszka Pechcinska, and Aleksandra Sojka, “VAT Gap in the EU Report 2022,” European 

Commission, Directorate-General for Taxation and Customs Union, December 2022, https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/030df522-7452-11ed-https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/030df522-7452-11ed-
9887-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-search9887-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-search. 

6 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard,” last updated Apr. 1, 2023, https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_datahttps://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data. We exclude several subnational 
Mexican carbon taxes due to data sufficiency issues. These parameters also exclude the Netherlands (which introduced a carbon tax in 2022) and Slovenia (which 
repealed its carbon tax in 2022). Meanwhile, New Brunswick’s carbon tax is still included because it was active for the entirety of 2022, even though it has since 
been superseded by Canada’s federal carbon pricing backstop. 

https://taxfoundation.org/carbon-taxes-in-practice/
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/030df522-7452-11ed-9887-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-search
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/030df522-7452-11ed-9887-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-search
https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data
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What Drives the Ratio?

The carbon tax efficiency ratio has two components that lower it below 1: a compliance gap and a policy 
gap. The compliance gap reflects carbon tax revenue legally owed, but not remitted to the government 
levying the tax. Meanwhile, the policy gap reflects revenue not collected because some emissions are 
either exempted from tax or taxed at a reduced rate under the law. 

Sector and Industry Exemptions or Reduced Rates

Carbon emissions are classified according to the sector from which emissions arise: power generation, 
industry, transportation, residential and commercial buildings, and agricultural and land use changes.7

Many existing carbon taxes exempt emissions from certain sectors or industries.8 A few reasons motivate 
the exemptions or reduced rates: some sectors may be subject to a different emissions reduction policy, 
governments may fear that a carbon tax would make a domestic sector or industry uncompetitive, or polit-
ical constraints might make only a partial carbon tax on some sectors viable. 

The most common intersecting policy with carbon taxes in this report is the European Union’s Emissions 
Trading System, also known as the EU ETS. The ETS is a cap-and-trade system, where companies must 
pay for a fixed number of allowances for pollution (although some industries receive free allowances to 
preserve competitiveness). As of 2022, the EU ETS covered emissions from the power sector, certain 
emissions-intensive industrial activities, and intra-EU aviation, cumulatively covering roughly 40 percent 
of EU greenhouse gas emissions.9 Many countries have designed their domestic carbon taxes to com-
plement the EU ETS, excluding emissions that are subject to the EU-level policy. EU countries also often 
impose significant excise taxes on various energy products.10 

De Minimis Exemptions

At some margin, the cost of administering and complying with a tax becomes higher than the revenue col-
lected. As a result, many taxes (not just carbon taxes) have de minimis exemptions designed to prevent 
certain small entities from incurring a large compliance burden just to remit a trivial sum to the govern-
ment treasury. 

We should expect some amount of emissions to be excluded from a carbon tax base for de minimis 
exemptions. However, according to most analyses, most carbon emissions are capturable in a carbon tax. 
When administered upstream, estimates from Gilbert Metcalf and Jeffrey Weisbach found that around 80 
percent of carbon emissions in the United States could be taxed, while covering only 3,000 taxpayers, and 
that up to 90 percent of carbon emissions could be taxed with modest additional cost.11 

7 EPA, “Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” Apr. 28, 2023, https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissionshttps://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions.  
8 Alex Muresianu, “Carbon Taxes in Theory and Practice.”
9 European Commission, “What is the EU ETS?,” accessed Oct. 22, 2023, https://climate.ec.europa.eu/eu-action/eu-emissions-trading-system-eu-ets/what-eu-ets_https://climate.ec.europa.eu/eu-action/eu-emissions-trading-system-eu-ets/what-eu-ets_

enen. 
10 European Court of Auditors, “Energy Taxation, Carbon Pricing, and Energy Subsidies,” EU Commission, January 2022, https://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocu-https://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocu-

ments/RW22_01/RW_Energy_taxation_EN.pdfments/RW22_01/RW_Energy_taxation_EN.pdf. 
11 Gilbert Metcalf and David Weisbach, “The Design of a Carbon Tax,” Harvard Environmental Law Review (2009), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_

id=1324854id=1324854. 

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions
https://climate.ec.europa.eu/eu-action/eu-emissions-trading-system-eu-ets/what-eu-ets_en
https://climate.ec.europa.eu/eu-action/eu-emissions-trading-system-eu-ets/what-eu-ets_en
https://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/RW22_01/RW_Energy_taxation_EN.pdf
https://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/RW22_01/RW_Energy_taxation_EN.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1324854
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1324854
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A carbon tax is an excise tax, and most excise taxes have low administrative costs relative to the revenue 
collected, as relatively few taxpayers pay it directly.12 So, while reasonable de minimis exemptions would 
keep an ideal carbon tax efficiency ratio shy of 1, they should not be a primary driver of a low c-efficiency 
ratio. 

Noncompliance

A carbon tax would include some level of noncompliance. While few studies exist on the range of non-
compliance rates for carbon taxes, other studies provide enough context to determine a reasonable range. 
In aggregate, the United States collects roughly 85 percent of taxes legally owed voluntarily, and 87 per-
cent of taxes owed once considering late payments and enforcement collections.13 This translates to a 
gross tax gap of 15 percent and a net tax gap of 13 percent in the United States. When looking at excise 
taxes in the United States, the tax gap is much lower on a rate basis. The U.S. federal government collect-
ed an average of $95 billion in excise taxes between 2014 and 2016, and the average excise tax gap was 
under $0.5 billion, translating to a tax gap rate below 1 percent.14 

Meanwhile, in Europe, the compliance gap for value-added taxes is roughly 9.1 percent of expected VAT 
revenue.15 For our purposes, determining the carbon tax compliance gap is unnecessary. 

Challenges to Finding the Right Carbon Tax Base

While it may seem straightforward to determine the proper carbon tax base, a series of challenges compli-
cate the effort, including how to account for intersecting policies, the selection of greenhouse gases, and 
the question of border adjustments.

Intersecting Policies

Some countries have multiple carbon pricing policies. For example, many European countries have nation-
al-level carbon taxes, while also being subject to the EU’s Emissions Trading System. As a result, many 
countries exempt sectors already subject to the other policies. In other cases, countries have sector-spe-
cific excise taxes on, for example, motor fuel or electricity use. Such excise taxes are not based on carbon 
emissions but may be partially aimed at targeting social costs related to carbon emissions. Furthermore, 
countries may choose more direct government involvement through either regulation or subsidy as a solu-
tion in some sectors. 

Situations like these create a problem for measuring a carbon tax efficiency ratio. Consider a country that 
has a carbon tax of $40 per ton and participates in the EU ETS. The ETS covers emissions from electricity 
generation, among other sectors. In 2021, the ETS’s average price was roughly $65 per ton. If the country 
includes electricity generation in the carbon tax base, the resulting carbon emissions would face a com-

12 Shuting Pomerleau, “Administrative Costs of a Carbon Tax,” Niskanen Center, February 2021, https://www.niskanencenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/https://www.niskanencenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/
Jan28-Administrative-Costs-of-Carbon-Tax.pdfJan28-Administrative-Costs-of-Carbon-Tax.pdf.

13 Melanie Krause, Barry W. Johnson, Peter J. Rose, and Mary-Helen Risler, “Federal Tax Compliance Research: Tax Gap Estimates for Tax Years 2014-2016,” Internal 
Revenue Service, August 2022, https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p1415.pdfhttps://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p1415.pdf. 

14 Office of Management and Budget, “Table 2.1: Receipts by Source, 1934-2028,” Historical Tables, accessed Jun. 20, 2023, https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/bud-https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/bud-
get/historical-tables/get/historical-tables/. 

15 Center for Social and Economic Research, “VAT Gap in the EU,” December 2022, https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/030df522-7452-11ed-988https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/030df522-7452-11ed-988
7-01aa75ed71a17-01aa75ed71a1. 

https://www.niskanencenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Jan28-Administrative-Costs-of-Carbon-Tax.pdf
https://www.niskanencenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Jan28-Administrative-Costs-of-Carbon-Tax.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p1415.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/historical-tables/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/historical-tables/
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/030df522-7452-11ed-9887-01aa75ed71a1
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/030df522-7452-11ed-9887-01aa75ed71a1
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bined tax of $105 per ton. That would be an excessive tax burden relative to emissions that don’t also face 
the ETS, so it would make sense to exclude the electricity generation sector from the carbon tax. 

We have chosen to look at carbon taxes in isolation, instead of attempting to universalize other carbon 
pricing schemes or indirect, partial carbon taxes like motor fuel excise taxes. The primary argument for 
our approach is simplicity: with intersecting carbon pricing schemes we would need to consider exclu-
sions where one carbon price applies and another does not, as well as duplications where both carbon 
prices apply. Furthermore, having multiple carbon pricing policies is not ideal: part of the appeal of the 
carbon tax is that it is universal, and relying on multiple policies which (usually) have different carbon pric-
es runs contrary to that premise. The qualitative section of the paper, in which we explore each individual 
carbon tax at a country level, can provide additional context on whether a poor ranking is influenced by the 
existence of other carbon pricing or excise taxes.

The c-efficiency ratio is a useful statistic for evaluating how well a carbon tax covers emissions in a juris-
diction. It is not a cumulative assessment of how all of a jurisdiction’s environmental tax policies cover 
emissions. There may be better or worse explanations for a low c-efficiency ratio. It would be ideal if all 
emissions in a region were subject to one uniform carbon tax. However, excluding a sector from a carbon 
tax because it is already subject to a different carbon pricing system is more justifiable than excluding a 
sector without any existing carbon price.    

“Carbon” Emissions versus Greenhouse Gases 

Carbon dioxide emissions (or carbon emissions, in shorthand) are usually the focus of climate policy, with 
carbon emissions often used interchangeably with greenhouse gas emissions. However, carbon dioxide is 
not the only greenhouse gas of note. Methane and nitrous oxide also contribute to climate change in the 
same channels that carbon dioxide does.16 While the volumes of methane and nitrous oxide are quite low, 
they are more powerful than CO2 in terms of their impact on the climate on a per-volume basis, so green-
house gas emissions are often measured in CO2 equivalents. In 2021, CO2 was responsible for nearly 80 
percent of gross U.S. greenhouse gas emissions as measured in CO2 equivalents, while methane was re-
sponsible for 11.5 percent of emissions, nitrous oxide for 6.2 percent, and a handful of fluorinated gases 
for the remaining 3 percent.17 

Ideally, a “carbon” tax would cover all greenhouse gas emissions, with rates scaling to the impact of the 
gas on climate change. In practice, some gases pose administrative challenges.18 Large shares of nitrous 
oxide and methane emissions in the United States come from agricultural activities and are difficult to 
measure.19 In some cases, a country’s emissions profile may skew towards non-energy, non-CO2 emis-
sions. As a result, the country may exclude a larger share of emissions (and thus receive a worse c-effi-
ciency ratio) thanks to its more administratively challenging emissions profile.

16 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissionshttps://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions.
17 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks,” Apr. 13, 2023, https://www.epa.gov/system/files/docu-https://www.epa.gov/system/files/docu-

ments/2023-04/US-GHG-Inventory-2023-Main-Text.pdfments/2023-04/US-GHG-Inventory-2023-Main-Text.pdf. 
18 Jack Calder, “Administration of a Carbon Tax” in Implementing a US Carbon Tax: Challenges and Debates, ed. Ian W.H. Parry (Routledge, March 2015), https://www.https://www.

elibrary.imf.org/display/book/9781138825369/ch003.xmlelibrary.imf.org/display/book/9781138825369/ch003.xml. 
19 Gilbert Metcalf, “Implementing a Carbon Tax,” Resources for the Future, May 2017, https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-Rpt-Metcalf_carbontax.pdfhttps://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-Rpt-Metcalf_carbontax.pdf, see also 

Metcalf and Weisbach, “The Design of a Carbon Tax.”

https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/sources-greenhouse-gas-emissions
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2023-04/US-GHG-Inventory-2023-Main-Text.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2023-04/US-GHG-Inventory-2023-Main-Text.pdf
https://www.elibrary.imf.org/display/book/9781138825369/ch003.xml
https://www.elibrary.imf.org/display/book/9781138825369/ch003.xml
https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-Rpt-Metcalf_carbontax.pdf
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Nonetheless, we include all greenhouse gas emissions, rather than just CO2, as the idealized tax base. We 
will note unusual emissions profiles in the country-level discussion. 

Production versus Consumption and Foreign Markets

An ideal carbon tax would be based on consumption, rather than production. A carbon tax based on the 
production of emissions creates a disadvantage for domestic industry. In the domestic market, a domes-
tic firm must pay taxes on their emissions, while imported goods from foreign manufacturers would go 
untaxed. Conversely, in foreign markets, the domestic exporter still owes the carbon tax, and the foreign 
manufacturer is still untaxed.20

The imbalance can be solved by moving to a consumption base. Under a consumption-based carbon tax, 
the carbon content of imports is taxed, while the carbon content of exports is exempted. As a result, the 
domestic market is neutral between domestic and foreign producers (because both would owe the carbon 
tax), as is the foreign market (because neither would owe the carbon tax).21 

Introducing a border adjustment poses several challenges, most acutely measuring the carbon content of 
imported goods.22 While it is possible to overcome the challenges, most carbon taxes follow a production 
base rather than a consumption base. As a result, we will use production emissions, even though ideally a 
carbon tax would be based on emissions from consumption. 

Data Sources, Methodology, and Challenges

We obtain data on carbon tax rates and actual revenue collected from the World Bank’s Carbon Pricing 
Dashboard on carbon taxes around the world, including both taxes applied nationally and taxes applied 
subnationally.23 Greenhouse gas emissions data come from EDGAR, except in the case of the Canadian 
provinces, where we used values from the World Bank that come from Canadian provinces’ greenhouse 
gas emissions inventory reports.24 

We calculate the c-efficiency ratio by dividing actual carbon tax revenue collected by the primary tax rate 
multiplied by the jurisdiction’s emissions. We adjust nominal price and revenue estimates with exchange 
rates as of March 31, 2023, per the World Bank’s database.25 

For each country, we used revenue and rate data from 2022. Official estimates of 2022 greenhouse gas 
emissions were not yet available when we conducted the analysis, so we used emissions data from 2021. 
While the differing years may introduce some error in our estimates, national emissions levels rarely 
change substantially year-to-year. As a result, the error introduced is likely small. In the cases of Spain, 
France, and Ukraine, the World Bank data set does not include 2022 revenue figures; instead, we used 
2021 revenue and 2021 tax rates. 

20 Alex Muresianu and Sean Bray, “Carbon Taxes, Trade, and American Competitiveness,” Tax Foundation, Nov. 3, 2022, https://taxfoundation.org/border-adjust-https://taxfoundation.org/border-adjust-
ed-carbon-tax-revenue/ed-carbon-tax-revenue/. 

21 Ibid. 
22 Shuting Pomerleau, “Administrative Costs of a Carbon Tax.”
23 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard,” last updated Apr. 1, 2023, https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_datahttps://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data.
24 Ibid., European Commission, “Global Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” EDGAR v7.0, 2022, https://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dataset_ghg70https://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dataset_ghg70. 
25 The c-efficiency ratio should not be sensitive to exchange rate fluctuations, as revenues and rates are both adjusted by the same exchange rate. 

https://taxfoundation.org/border-adjusted-carbon-tax-revenue/
https://taxfoundation.org/border-adjusted-carbon-tax-revenue/
https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data
https://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dataset_ghg70
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Another possible source of mismeasurement is midyear changes in carbon tax rates. With the exception 
of the calculations solely using data from 2021, the c-efficiency ratio calculations use rates as of April 1, 
2022.26 The underlying assumption is that the period that rate is in place matches up with the time period 
the actual 2022 revenue was collected. Midyear changes in the carbon tax rate could lead to an overes-
timate or underestimate of the tax’s efficiency. If a carbon tax is raised midyear, then the estimated effi-
ciency ratio will be an underestimate; if the tax is reduced midyear, the estimated efficiency ratio will be an 
overestimate.27 We have noted the jurisdictions in which such an issue could be present.

2022 Carbon Tax C-Efficiency Ratios

The c-efficiency ratios range from a low of 0.01 in Spain to a high of 0.73 in the Northwest Territories of 
Canada. The average of all countries studied was 0.29. The weighted average c-efficiency ratio (calculated 
by adding up all revenue collected and dividing by the sum of each country’s potential revenue, so effec-
tively weighted by country emissions) was 0.24. 

The majority of countries have additional carbon price policies often designed to complement the carbon 
tax, and therefore limit their carbon tax to specific sectors to avoid double taxation. Many of the taxes 
with the lowest c-efficiency ratios have further limited aims. Spain’s carbon tax, for instance, is solely 
focused on f-gases (a handful of marginal greenhouse gases containing fluorine, such as hydrofluorocar-
bons [HFCs], which combine for just over 2 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions), so while it qual-
ifies to be included in the study, it was not intended to be an all-encompassing policy.28 The South African 
carbon tax, meanwhile, is still in a transitional period, where most emissions are subject to dramatically 
lower rates than the headline rate. 

In the table on each country’s page, we present revenue and rate data for each country in terms of U.S. 
dollars, adjusted using exchange rates as of March 31, 2023. However, in the text, we often discuss past 
tax rates or planned future tax rates in terms of local currency. This is to avoid misleading situations 
where, thanks to fluctuating exchange rates, a carbon tax in a country may have fallen over time when 
converted to dollars, but in local currency terms rose.

26 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
27 Consider a country that had a carbon tax of $10 per ton from January 1st to June 30th that raised the tax rate to $20 in July. If they produced 100 tons of emissions 

in that year (and the tax was perfectly administrated and all-encompassing) they would raise $1,500 in carbon tax revenue. Using the tax rate as of April 1, this 
country would have an impossible c-efficiency ratio of 1.5, as their potential revenue calculated using the April 1 rate would be $1,000. 

28 Hannah Ritchie, Pablo Rosado, and Max Roser, “Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” Our World in Data, Jun. 10, 2020, https://ourworldindata.org/greenhouse-gas-emis-https://ourworldindata.org/greenhouse-gas-emis-
sionssions. 

https://ourworldindata.org/greenhouse-gas-emissions
https://ourworldindata.org/greenhouse-gas-emissions
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Table 1. 2022 Carbon Tax C-Efficiency Ratios

Country or Jurisdiction Overall Rank C-Efficiency Score
Other Carbon Price Active in 

Jurisdiction (as of 2022)

Northwest Territories (CA) 1 0.73 No

Luxembourg 2 0.70 Yes 

British Columbia (CA) 3 0.66 Yes

Japan 4 0.59 Yes (subnational)

Prince Edward Island (CA) 5 0.58 Yes

Singapore 6 0.54 No

Denmark 7 0.45 Yes

Ukraine (2021) 8 0.44 No

France (2021) 9 0.41 Yes

Iceland 10 0.35 Yes

Portugal 11 0.33 Yes 

Finland 12 0.31 Yes

Norway 13 0.29 Yes

Switzerland 14 0.28 Yes

Chile 15 0.27 No

Sweden 16 0.27 Yes

Ireland 17 0.25 Yes

New Brunswick (CA) 18 0.25 Yes

Newfoundland and Labrador (CA) 19 0.21 Yes

Liechtenstein 20 0.21 Yes

Poland 21 0.20 Yes

Canada 22 0.18 Yes

Colombia 23 0.09 No

United Kingdom 24 0.09 Yes

Mexico 25 0.09 Yes (subnational)

Argentina 26 0.08 No

Uruguay 27 0.05 No

Latvia 28 0.04 Yes

Estonia 29 0.04 Yes

South Africa 30 0.02 No

Spain (2021) 31 0.01 Yes

Unweighted Average 0.29

Weighted Average 0.24

Note: Mexican subnational carbon taxes are excluded due to data limitations, the Netherlands is excluded due to its carbon tax 
being implemented during 2022, and Slovenia is excluded due to its carbon tax being repealed during 2022.

Sources: Author’s calculations; EDGAR v.7.0; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard. 
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Conclusion

The unweighted and weighted average c-efficiency ratios of 0.29 and 0.24 do not inspire much confidence 
in carbon taxes living up to their promised benefits. But understanding that most countries with carbon 
taxes also employ cap-and-trade systems, the lower scores for many European countries look less dis-
couraging. 

Meanwhile, the results underscore some similarities between VATs and carbon taxes internationally. Both 
types of taxes have strong theoretical cases. Most international examples of both fall short of the opti-
mal theoretical case, but nonetheless contribute to their respective goals. While VATs may not perfectly 
match the theoretical arguments that they tax all consumption equally, in practice, existing VATs are still 
less economically harmful means of generating revenue than income taxes.29 Similarly, while carbon taxes 
might not perfectly match the theoretical ideal case, they can incentivize reductions in emissions and 
raise revenue used to reduce other taxes.30

The performance of the major high-income jurisdictions that exclusively or near-exclusively rely on a car-
bon tax for pricing carbon suggests a carbon tax-only approach is feasible. British Columbia and Japan 
both feature carbon taxes with higher c-efficiency ratios than most value-added taxes in the EU. 

At the same time, a low c-efficiency score relative to other comparable countries suggests policymakers 
have significant room for improving the design of their respective carbon taxes to accurately and equally 
price emissions. And in an ideal world, countries would move towards a single carbon price, instead of 
relying on separate policies for different economic sectors. 

29 Asa Johansson, Christopher Heady, Jens Arnold, Bert Brys, and Laura Vartia, “Tax and Economic Growth,” OECD Economics Department Working Paper No. 620 
(July 2008), https://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/41000592.pdfhttps://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/41000592.pdf. 

30  Gilbert Metcalf and James Stock, “Measuring the Macroeconomic Impact of Carbon Taxes,” AEA Papers and Proceedings 110 (May 2020), https://www.aeaweb.https://www.aeaweb.
org/articles?id=10.1257/pandp.20201081org/articles?id=10.1257/pandp.20201081; see also Alex Muresianu, “Carbon Taxes in Theory and Practice.”

https://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/41000592.pdf
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/pandp.20201081
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/pandp.20201081
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Argentina

Rate (2022) $4.99 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 406 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $2.03 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.167 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.08 (26th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0. 

Argentina introduced a carbon tax in 2018. The tax replaced existing excise taxes on motor fuel, including 
gas and diesel taxes, and a separate tax on imported fuel. Meanwhile, fuels such as coal and petroleum 
coke were subject to an initially lower carbon tax rate per ton that was intended to increase incrementally 
over time.31 Updates intended to bring the rates on different fuels closer to parity were scheduled to begin 
in the second half of 2021 and continue through 2022, but were postponed until April 2023.32 

A narrow scope is the major driver of the Argentine carbon tax’s low score. Notably, the tax does not 
include non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions, and Argentina’s large agricultural sector is responsible for 
roughly a third of the country’s greenhouse gas emissions, mostly due to emissions of methane and 
nitrous oxide.33 Additionally, the carbon tax exempts CO2 emissions from natural gas, which provides 
almost half of the country’s energy generation.34 Beyond the significant exemptions, the tax also featured 
lower rates for mineral coal and petroleum coke in 2022. 

31 Emily Giovanni, Fatima Khalid, and Kenneth Richards, “Case Study: Carbon Tax in Argentina,” Gnarly Tree Sustainability Institute, July 2022, https://gnarlytreesus-https://gnarlytreesus-
tainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Case-3_Argentina.pdftainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Case-3_Argentina.pdf. 

32 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard,” last updated Apr. 1, 2023, https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_datahttps://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data.
33 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Argentina: CO2 Country Profile,” https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/argentinahttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/argentina. 
34 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Argentina, Energy Country Profile,” 2022, Our World in Data, https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/argentinahttps://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/argentina. 

https://gnarlytreesustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Case-3_Argentina.pdf
https://gnarlytreesustainability.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Case-3_Argentina.pdf
https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/argentina
https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/argentina
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British Columbia

Rate (2022) $39.96 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 62 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $2.48 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $1.62 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.66 (3rd of 31) 

Note: The British Columbian carbon tax was raised from CAD 45 to CAD 50 on April 1, 2022.

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Established in 2008, British Columbia’s carbon tax is often considered one of the best examples of the 
policy.35 The tax was introduced at a low rate of CAD 10 per ton in 2008, before steadily increasing by CAD 
5 per ton until reaching CAD 30 per ton by 2012.36 The tax is applied to almost all CO2 emissions, and 
the tax revenue has been used to reduce marginal corporate and individual tax rates and provide transfer 
payments to lower-income households.37 In 2016, British Columbia also introduced a narrow ETS targeted 
at emissions from newly constructed liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities.38

The high c-efficiency ratio of British Columbia’s carbon tax means the tax lives up to its reputation for 
being well-designed and broad. The main drivers of its high rating are the broad base and uniform tax rate. 
The tax’s exemptions are quite narrow, such as for emissions from fuel used for some travel outside of 
British Columbia, emissions from agriculture, and fugitive methane emissions from oil and gas produc-
tion.39 The tax also features an incentive program for some industrial firms to reinvest some amount of 
their carbon tax liability into cleaner operations, although this program counted as grants, rather than tax 
reductions, so they do not hurt the c-efficiency ratio.40 The British Columbian carbon tax remains one of 
the best examples of a well-designed carbon tax.

35 Kathryn Harrison, “Lessons from British Columbia’s Carbon Tax,” Policy Options (July 2019), https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2019/lessons-from-brit-https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2019/lessons-from-brit-
ish-columbias-carbon-tax/ish-columbias-carbon-tax/.  

36 Brian Murray and Nicholas Rivers, “British Columbia’s Revenue-Neutral Carbon Tax: A Review of the Latest ‘Grand Experiment’ in Environmental Policy,” Energy Poli-
cy 86 (November 2015), https://www.researchgate.net/publication/283757444_British_Columbia’s_revenue-neutral_carbon_tax_A_review_of_the_latest_grand_ex-https://www.researchgate.net/publication/283757444_British_Columbia’s_revenue-neutral_carbon_tax_A_review_of_the_latest_grand_ex-
periment_in_environmental_policyperiment_in_environmental_policy. 

37 Alex Muresianu, “Carbon Taxes in Theory and Practice,” Tax Foundation, May 2, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/research/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-practice/https://taxfoundation.org/research/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-practice/. 
38 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
39 Government of British Columbia, “Motor Fuel Tax and Carbon Tax Exemptions,” https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/sales-taxes/motor-fuel-carbon-tax/https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/sales-taxes/motor-fuel-carbon-tax/

business/exemptionsbusiness/exemptions; see also Vanessa Corkal and Phillip Gass, “Locked In and Losing Out: British Columbia’s Fossil Fuel Subsidies,” International Institute for 
Sustainable Development, November 2019, https://www.iisd.org/system/files/publications/locked-in-losing-out.pdfhttps://www.iisd.org/system/files/publications/locked-in-losing-out.pdf. 

40 Government of British Columbia, “Clean Economy,” https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/climate-change/clean-economy#carbontaxhttps://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/climate-change/clean-economy#carbontax. 

https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2019/lessons-from-british-columbias-carbon-tax/
https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2019/lessons-from-british-columbias-carbon-tax/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/283757444_British_Columbia's_revenue-neutral_carbon_tax_A_review_of_the_latest_grand_experiment_in_environmental_policy
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/283757444_British_Columbia's_revenue-neutral_carbon_tax_A_review_of_the_latest_grand_experiment_in_environmental_policy
https://taxfoundation.org/research/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-practice/
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/sales-taxes/motor-fuel-carbon-tax/business/exemptions
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/taxes/sales-taxes/motor-fuel-carbon-tax/business/exemptions
https://www.iisd.org/system/files/publications/locked-in-losing-out.pdf
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Canada

Rate (2022) (USD) $39.96 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions 743 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $28.69 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $5.45 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.18 (22nd of 31) 

Note: The Canadian Federal Fuel Charge was increased from CAD 40 to CAD 50 on April 1, 2022.

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0. 

Canada’s federal carbon tax (also known as the federal fuel charge) is a national-level backstop for carbon 
pricing in Canada’s provinces. When the policy was introduced in 2019, the minimal rate was set at CAD 
20 and increased by CAD 10 until reaching CAD 50 per ton in 2022.41 It was increased by another CAD 15 
in 2023. The tax applies in cases where a province’s carbon pricing policy does not meet the stringency re-
quirements of the federal government. The federal fuel charge is not the only national-level carbon pricing 
backstop, as Canada also has a national-level cap-and-trade system for major emitters. 

The national-level Canadian carbon tax performs poorly under the c-efficiency ratio because emissions in 
several provinces are excluded from the tax base, as they have their own provincial-level carbon taxes. In 
2022, the federal fuel charge applied in Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Yukon, and Nunavut. 
Meanwhile, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland and Labrador, Quebec, Brit-
ish Columbia, and Northwest Territories were excluded from the tax thanks to provincial policies fulfilling 
the federal requirements.42

In addition to excluding most provinces, the Canadian national carbon tax is complementary to the federal 
national cap-and-trade system, known as the output-based pricing system (OBPS), which covers industrial 
facilities with more than 50 kilotons of emissions.43 The patchwork nature of the Canadian approach to 
carbon pricing explains how the federal carbon tax, when considered in isolation, has a low   c-efficiency 
ratio. 

41 Government of Canada, “The Federal Carbon Pollution Pricing Benchmark,” accessed Aug. 10, 2023, https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/ser-https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/ser-
vices/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-work/carbon-pollution-pricing-federal-benchmark-information.htmlvices/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-work/carbon-pollution-pricing-federal-benchmark-information.html. 

42 Steven Guilbeault, “Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act, Annual Report to Parliament 2021,” Ministry of Environment and Climate Change, https://publications.https://publications.
gc.ca/collections/collection_2023/eccc/En11-17-2021-eng.pdfgc.ca/collections/collection_2023/eccc/En11-17-2021-eng.pdf. 

43 Government of Canada, “Overview – Output-Based Pricing System Regulations Under the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act,” updated Feb. 22, 2023, https://https://
www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-work/output-based-pricing-system/overview.html#toc0www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-work/output-based-pricing-system/overview.html#toc0. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-work/carbon-pollution-pricing-federal-benchmark-information.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/climate-change/pricing-pollution-how-it-will-work/carbon-pollution-pricing-federal-benchmark-information.html
https://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2023/eccc/En11-17-2021-eng.pdf
https://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2023/eccc/En11-17-2021-eng.pdf
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Chile

Rate (2022) $5 per Ton

Total GHG Emissions 125.94 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $0.63 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.17 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.27 (15th of 31)

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Chile’s carbon tax system was passed in 2014 as part of a broader tax reform and went into effect in 
2017.44 The system includes an annual tax on emissions from fixed sources, targeting CO2 emissions 
from boilers and turbines with a thermal power of 50MW or more, ultimately covering 93 facilities as of 
2018.45 The initial aim of the carbon tax was to help Chile achieve its climate mitigation goal of reducing 
carbon emissions by 20 percent by 2020 compared to 2007 levels. Another tax reform passed in 2020 
included reforms to the tax base scheduled to take effect at the beginning of 2023.46 The Chilean carbon 
tax has two components: a conventional carbon tax and a fee on local particulate pollution.47 

As of 2022, Chile’s carbon tax c-efficiency ratio is roughly middle-of-the-pack. The power sector is the 
largest source of emissions in Chile, but the de minimis threshold of facilities producing over 50 MW 
suggests at least some non-coverage. More importantly, though, the tax largely does not cover transporta-
tion emissions, which are substantial, and it does not cover some non-CO2 GHG emissions, like methane, 
predominantly found in the agricultural sector.48 Reforms taking effect at the beginning of 2023, which 
expanded the tax base by lowering the de minimis threshold to facilities with over 25,000 tons of CO2 and 
those that release over 100 tons of particulate matter, should improve Chile’s carbon tax efficiency rating 
going forward.49 

44 Grantham Research Institute, “Climate Change Laws of the World,” https://climate-laws.org https://climate-laws.org.
45 International Energy Agency, “Energy Policies Beyond IEA Countries: Chile 2018 Review,” January 2018, https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-policies-be-https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-policies-be-

yond-iea-countries-chile-2018-reviewyond-iea-countries-chile-2018-review. 
46 Santiago Martinez, “Environmental Taxation in Chile: A Critical Analysis,” Latin American Legal Studies 6 (2020), https://lals.uai.cl/index.php/rld/article/view/63/71https://lals.uai.cl/index.php/rld/article/view/63/71; 

see also World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.” 
47 Diego Mesa Puyo and Karlygash Zhunussova, “Chile: An Evaluation of Improved Green Tax Options,” International Monetary Fund Country Report No. 23/35, Jan. 

19, 2023.
48 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Chile: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Sep. 19, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/chilehttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/chile. 
49 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”

file:///C:\Users\AlexMuresianu\Dropbox%20(Tax%20Foundation)\PC\Documents\ https:\climate-laws.org
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-policies-beyond-iea-countries-chile-2018-review
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-policies-beyond-iea-countries-chile-2018-review
https://lals.uai.cl/index.php/rld/article/view/63/71
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/chile
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Colombia

Rate (2022) $5.01 per Ton

Total GHG Emissions 199.34 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $1 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.091 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.09 (23rd of 31)

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Enacted in 2017, the Colombian carbon tax operates as a levy on the carbon content within liquid and 
gaseous fossil fuels, encompassing various petroleum derivatives used as motor fuel, in stationary power 
generation, or in heating.50 It excludes solid fuels like coal, and it only includes natural gas when the gas is 
used in refineries or the petrochemical sector. A tax reform signed in late 2022 expanded the carbon tax’s 
base to coal, slowly phasing in a carbon tax on coal from 25 percent of the carbon tax rate in 2025 to 100 
percent by 2027.51 The reform also included an annual inflation adjustment to the carbon tax rate.52 

Colombia’s carbon tax has a relatively low c-efficiency ratio. On paper, one might think the main driver of 
the gap is the exclusion for coal. While this exclusion is a poor policy choice, coal does not play a par-
ticularly important role in Colombia’s energy mix.53 Instead, the likely explanation is the tax only includes 
emissions from fuels, ignoring the emissions from agricultural processes, which constitute more than a 
third of the country’s emissions as of 2019.54 Additionally, the wide availability of carbon offsets that allow 
companies to legally avoid paying the carbon tax through investment in some net-carbon-negative project 
(typically some form of reforestation) may also play a role.55 

50 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
51 Gustavo Adolfo Lorenzo Ortiz, Nicole Velasquez, Juan Camilo Roa, and Felipe Baron, “Colombia Introduces Environmental Taxes in Tax Reform Bill,” EY, Sep. 21, 

2022, https://www.ey.com/en_gl/tax-alerts/colombia-introduces-environmental-taxes-in-tax-reform-billhttps://www.ey.com/en_gl/tax-alerts/colombia-introduces-environmental-taxes-in-tax-reform-bill; see also https://dapre.presidencia.gov.co/normativa/nor-https://dapre.presidencia.gov.co/normativa/nor-
mativa/LEY%202277%20DE%2013%20DE%20DICIEMBRE%20DE%202022.pdfmativa/LEY%202277%20DE%2013%20DE%20DICIEMBRE%20DE%202022.pdf. 

52 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
53 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Colombia: Energy Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Sep. 19, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/colom-https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/colom-

biabia. 
54 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Colombia, CO2 Emissions Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Sep. 19, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/colombiahttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/colombia. 
55 Gilles Dufrasne, “Two Shades of Green: How Hot Air Forest Credits Are Being Used to Avoid Carbon Taxes in Colombia,” Carbon Market Watch, June 2021, https://https://

carbonmarketwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Two-shades-of-green_EN_WEB.pdfcarbonmarketwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Two-shades-of-green_EN_WEB.pdf. 

https://www.ey.com/en_gl/tax-alerts/colombia-introduces-environmental-taxes-in-tax-reform-bill
https://dapre.presidencia.gov.co/normativa/normativa/LEY%202277%20DE%2013%20DE%20DICIEMBRE%20DE%202022.pdf
https://dapre.presidencia.gov.co/normativa/normativa/LEY%202277%20DE%2013%20DE%20DICIEMBRE%20DE%202022.pdf
https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/colombia
https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/colombia
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/colombia
https://carbonmarketwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Two-shades-of-green_EN_WEB.pdf
https://carbonmarketwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Two-shades-of-green_EN_WEB.pdf
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Denmark

Rate (2022) $26.6 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 41.3 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $1.1 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.49 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.45 (7th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Denmark introduced a carbon tax on energy from carbon-intensive sources in 1992 as part of a larger 
environmental package that also included energy taxes, a sulfur tax, and green subsidies.56 The tax covers 
carbon emissions from gasoline and petroleum coke and captures mainly emissions from the buildings 
and transport sectors. In 2022, the tax was levied at a rate of DKK 180 per ton; by 2030, Denmark plans to 
raise the rate to DKK 750 per ton for companies outside of the EU ETS, to DKK 375 per ton for companies 
in the EU ETS, and to DKK 125 for emissions from certain types of industrial processes57

Denmark’s carbon tax covers a large share of its emissions, which explains its relatively high rank. Most 
operators subject to the EU ETS are exempted, but Denmark allows some overlap in the electricity sec-
tor and central heating.58 An exemption for natural gas and a reduced rate for gasoline have a negative 
impact on Denmark’s rank. The latter tends to be politically justified with reference to high excise taxes on 
transport fuels. The use of carbon tax reimbursements for emission reductions relative to historical fuel 
use under “competitiveness considerations” decreases Denmark’s rank.59

56 OECD, “Pricing Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Turning Climate Targets into Climate Action,” Nov. 3, 2022, https://oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/pricing-green-https://oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/pricing-green-
house-gas-emissions-turning-climate-targets-into-climate-action.htmhouse-gas-emissions-turning-climate-targets-into-climate-action.htm.

57 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard”; see also Mie Olsen, “New Danish Carbon Tax Gives a Considerable Discount to Larger Emitters,” Courthouse News Ser-
vice, Apr. 28, 2022, https://www.courthousenews.com/new-danish-carbon-tax-gives-a-considerable-discount-to-large-emitters/https://www.courthousenews.com/new-danish-carbon-tax-gives-a-considerable-discount-to-large-emitters/. 

58 OECD, “Pricing Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Turning Climate Targets into Climate Action.”
59 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”

https://oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/pricing-greenhouse-gas-emissions-turning-climate-targets-into-climate-action.htm
https://oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/pricing-greenhouse-gas-emissions-turning-climate-targets-into-climate-action.htm
https://www.courthousenews.com/new-danish-carbon-tax-gives-a-considerable-discount-to-large-emitters/
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Estonia

Rate (2022) $2.21 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 19.7 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $43.5 Million

Actual Revenue (2022) $1.7 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.04 (29th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Estonia first introduced a small carbon tax in 2000, focused on thermal energy producers with capacity 
over 50 MW. A reform introduced in 2006 applied the tax to all thermal energy producers.60 This tax over-
laps with the EU’s Emissions Trading System. The tax rate has grown steadily, from EUR 0.32 per ton to 
EUR 2 per ton. It is also worth noting that Estonia has numerous other environmental charges, such as a 
high excise tax on motor fuel, which combine to raise significant revenue.61

The Estonian carbon tax’s low c-efficiency ratio can be predominantly explained by both narrow scope 
and substantial targeted exemptions. While electricity and heat generation account for almost half of 
Estonia’s greenhouse gas emissions, biofuels (which are responsible for a large share of heat production) 
are exempt.62 Other energy producers can also gain exemptions from the tax if they invest in retrofitting.63 
Beyond exemptions within the ostensibly covered power sector, the tax ignores emissions from other 
sectors like transportation.64

60 Riigi Teataja, “Environmental Charges Act,” accessed Sep. 27, 2023, https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/513012014001/consolidehttps://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/513012014001/consolide. 
61 Ibid., see also Estonian Tax and Customs Board, “Environmental Charges,” last updated Dec. 12, 2021, https://www.emta.ee/en/business-client/taxes-and-pay-https://www.emta.ee/en/business-client/taxes-and-pay-

ment/other-taxes-and-claims/environmental-chargesment/other-taxes-and-claims/environmental-charges; Eurostat, “Environmental Tax Statistics–Detailed Analysis,” December 2022, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/
statistics-explained/index.php?title=Environmental_tax_statistics_-_detailed_analysisstatistics-explained/index.php?title=Environmental_tax_statistics_-_detailed_analysis; Adam Hoffer, “Gas Taxes in Europe,” Tax Foundation, Jul. 12, 2022, https://https://
taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2022/taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2022/.

62 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Estonia: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, 2020, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/estoniahttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/estonia, see also OECD, “Taxing 
Energy Use 2019 – Country Note: Estonia,” Oct. 15, 2019, https://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/taxing-energy-use-estonia.pdfhttps://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/taxing-energy-use-estonia.pdf; Jordan Kearns and Emmet Tuohy, 
“Trends in Estonian Oil Shale Utilization,” International Centre for Defence and Security, October 2015, https://icds.ee/wp-content/uploads/2015/Jordan_Kearns_-_https://icds.ee/wp-content/uploads/2015/Jordan_Kearns_-_
Trends_in_Estonian_Oil_Shale_Utilization_Oct_2015.pdfTrends_in_Estonian_Oil_Shale_Utilization_Oct_2015.pdf. 

63 International Energy Agency, “Energy Policies of IEA Countries: Estonia 2019 Review,” October 2019, https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-policies-of-iea-coun-https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-policies-of-iea-coun-
tries-estonia-2019-reviewtries-estonia-2019-review. 

64 Ibid., see also Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Estonia: CO2 Country Profile.”

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/513012014001/consolide
https://www.emta.ee/en/business-client/taxes-and-payment/other-taxes-and-claims/environmental-charges
https://www.emta.ee/en/business-client/taxes-and-payment/other-taxes-and-claims/environmental-charges
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Environmental_tax_statistics_-_detailed_analysis
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=Environmental_tax_statistics_-_detailed_analysis
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2022/
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2022/
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/estonia
https://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/taxing-energy-use-estonia.pdf
https://icds.ee/wp-content/uploads/2015/Jordan_Kearns_-_Trends_in_Estonian_Oil_Shale_Utilization_Oct_2015.pdf
https://icds.ee/wp-content/uploads/2015/Jordan_Kearns_-_Trends_in_Estonian_Oil_Shale_Utilization_Oct_2015.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-policies-of-iea-countries-estonia-2019-review
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-policies-of-iea-countries-estonia-2019-review
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Finland

Rate (2022) $85.10 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 64.5 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $5.49 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $1.71 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.31 (12th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Finland was the first country in the world to introduce a carbon tax, doing so in 1990. However, the tax 
was low initially.65 Reforms in 1997, 2007, and 2011 significantly raised the tax while adjusting Finland’s 
excise tax on energy at the same time, and the carbon tax rate has been continually ratcheted up since 
then, amounting to EUR 76 in 2022.66 Finland’s carbon tax is part of the country’s overall excise tax on 
liquid fuels.67

Finland’s above-average c-efficiency ratio can be credited to its broad scope, which includes the taxation 
of two main sources: heating and motor oil. Electricity and heat generation is the largest emissions sector 
in Finland, and while electricity (covered by the EU Emissions Trading System) is exempt from the carbon 
tax, heat generation is not. Emissions from combined heat and power plants are covered, but at a lower 
rate. Meanwhile, the transportation sector is the second-largest sector in terms of emissions, and it is fully 
taxed.68 The tax excludes non-CO2 emissions, which primarily come from sectors such as agriculture, as 
well as emissions from industrial processes and peat.69 

65 Michal Nachmany, Sam Fankhauser, Jana Davidova, Nick Kingsmill, Tucker Landesman, Hitomi Roppongi, Phillip Schleifer, Joana Setzer, Amelia Sharman, C. Stolle 
Singleton, Jayaraj Sundaresan, and Terry Townshend, “Climate Legislation in Finland” from 2015 Global Climate Legislation Study: A Review of Climate Change 
Legislation in 99 Countries, Grantham Institute, https://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FINLAND.pdfhttps://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FINLAND.pdf. 

66 Ibid., see also World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
67 Finnish Tax Administration, “Tax Rates on Liquid Fuels,” accessed Sep. 27, 2023, https://www.vero.fi/en/businesses-and-corporations/taxes-and-charges/ex-https://www.vero.fi/en/businesses-and-corporations/taxes-and-charges/ex-

cise-taxation/excise-duty-on-liquid-fuels/Tax-rates-on-liquid-fuels/cise-taxation/excise-duty-on-liquid-fuels/Tax-rates-on-liquid-fuels/; see also Adam Hoffer, “Gas Taxes in Europe,” Tax Foundation, Jul. 12, 2022, https://taxfounda-https://taxfounda-
tion.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2022/tion.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2022/. 

68 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Finland: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Sep. 27, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/finlandhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/finland; see 
also World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”

69 Ibid., see also Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Finland: CO2 Country Profile.”

https://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/FINLAND.pdf
https://www.vero.fi/en/businesses-and-corporations/taxes-and-charges/excise-taxation/excise-duty-on-liquid-fuels/Tax-rates-on-liquid-fuels/
https://www.vero.fi/en/businesses-and-corporations/taxes-and-charges/excise-taxation/excise-duty-on-liquid-fuels/Tax-rates-on-liquid-fuels/
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2022/
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2022/
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/finland
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France (2021)

Rate (2021) $49.29 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions 421 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2021) $20.73 Billion

Actual Revenue (2021) $8.40 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.41 (9th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

France introduced a carbon tax in 2014. The rate was set at EUR 7 per ton in 2014 and rose to EUR 44.6 
per ton by 2018. That year, President Emmanuel Macron had planned to increase the tax further to around 
EUR 86 per ton by 2022, but political backlash as a part of the “Yellow Vest” movement led the French 
government to keep the carbon tax rate around EUR 44.70 Despite the setback, the French carbon tax is 
still around the EU average.71

The French carbon tax performs well on the c-efficiency ratio thanks to its coverage of petrol, diesel, heat-
ing oil, and natural gas.72 The transport sector is responsible for around 30 percent of France’s greenhouse 
gas emissions, and the tax covers most of those emissions, with some exemptions and reduced rates for 
commercial aviation, freight transport, and shipping.73 The tax also captures emissions from heating oil 
in the buildings sector, which are more significant than emissions from the electricity sector, as France’s 
electricity sector is heavily reliant on nuclear power, with natural gas, oil, and coal combining for less than 
10 percent of electricity production in 2021.74 

Two main factors reduce France’s c-efficiency ratio. The carbon tax base is complementary with the EU 
ETS, so emissions subject to the ETS are not subject to the carbon tax. The tax is also limited to CO2, ex-
cluding methane, nitrous oxide, and HFCs. That is notable in France, as methane and nitrous oxide emis-
sions from the agricultural sector alone make up a significant share of the country’s overall GHGs.75

70 Adrien Fabre and Thomas Douenne, “Public Support for Carbon Taxation: Lessons from France,” VoxEU, May 1, 2022, https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/public-sup-https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/public-sup-
port-carbon-taxation-lessons-franceport-carbon-taxation-lessons-france. 

71 Alex Mengden, “Carbon Taxes in Europe,” Tax Foundation, Sep. 5, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/. 
72 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
73 Ibid., see also Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “France: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Sep. 6, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/

francefrance. 
74 Ibid., see also Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “France: Energy Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Sep. 6, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/

francefrance. 
75 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “France: CO2 Country Profile.” 

https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/public-support-carbon-taxation-lessons-france
https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/public-support-carbon-taxation-lessons-france
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/france
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/france
https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/france
https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/france
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Iceland

Rate (2022) $34.2 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 4.3 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $147.1 Million

Actual Revenue (2022) $51.7 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.35 (10th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Iceland introduced a carbon tax in 2010 in the aftermath of the Great Recession and global financial crisis, 
as the small nation faced a significant revenue shortfall.76 When the tax was introduced, the rate was set 
at around EUR 7 per ton of emissions, and it has slowly increased to around EUR 30 per ton in 2021.77 The 
country has further raised its carbon tax along with inflation, most recently to EUR 35.40 as of January 1, 
2023.78

Iceland’s carbon tax has a comparatively high efficiency ratio. The primary driver of the high ratio is cover-
age of the transportation sector, with road transportation making up over a quarter of overall emissions.79 
Iceland also taxes non-CO2 emissions, such as F-gases, albeit at a lower rate (at least on a CO2-equiv-
alent basis).80 A few factors reduce Iceland’s c-efficiency ratio, most notably the exclusion of aviation, 
which makes up a large share of the nation’s emissions.81 Iceland also excludes emissions subject to the 
EU ETS from the carbon tax, and while Iceland has almost entirely decarbonized its power sector, emis-
sions from industry (much of which are subject to the ETS) are still significant.82 

76 Jeremy Carl and David Fedor, “Tracking Global Carbon Revenues: A Survey of Carbon Taxes versus Cap-and-Trade in the Real World,” Energy Policy 96 (September 
2016), https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516302531https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516302531. 

77 OECD, “OECD Economic Surveys: Iceland,” Jul. 7, 2021, https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/510d93b0-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/510d93b0-enhttps://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/510d93b0-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/510d93b0-en. 
78 World Bank, “States and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2023,” May 2023, https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/publication/58f2a409-9bb7-4ee6-899d-be4783https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/publication/58f2a409-9bb7-4ee6-899d-be4783

5c838f5c838f; see also Alex Mengden, “Carbon Taxes in Europe 2023,” Tax Foundation, Sep. 5, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/. 
79 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Iceland: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/icelandhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/iceland.
80 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
81 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Iceland: CO2 Country Profile.”
82 Ibid.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516302531
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/510d93b0-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/510d93b0-en
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/publication/58f2a409-9bb7-4ee6-899d-be47835c838f
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/publication/58f2a409-9bb7-4ee6-899d-be47835c838f
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/iceland
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Ireland

Rate (2022) $45.3 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions 62.7 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $2.84 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.71 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.25 (17th of 31) 

Note: Ireland enacted several incremental carbon tax rate increases on different types of emissions 
throughout 2023, detailed in the write-up.

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.  

Ireland introduced a carbon tax in 2010 in the aftermath of the global financial crisis, as the banking-heavy 
economy experienced major tax revenue shortfalls.83 The tax is structured as several separate taxes on 
emissions: the Solid Fuel Carbon Tax, the Mineral Oil Tax, and the Natural Gas Carbon Tax.84 Ireland raised 
the carbon tax rate in May 2022, from EUR 33.65 per ton to EUR 41 per ton, on non-motor fuel emissions 
(motor fuel emissions were already taxed at EUR 41 per ton).85 In September 2022, Ireland raised the car-
bon tax again to EUR 48.5 per ton, which took place immediately for motor fuel but was delayed until May 
2023 for heating fuels.86 

Ireland’s carbon tax is focused on emissions from road transportation and commercial and residential 
buildings and exempts emissions from electricity production and industrial processes, both of which 
are largely covered by the EU ETS.87 This is a relatively common carbon tax base for European countries 
designing carbon taxes to complement the EU ETS. However, Ireland performs worse on the c-efficiency 
ratio relative to those other states thanks to its emissions profile: its largest sector in terms of emissions 
is agriculture, and gases like methane and nitrous oxide primarily produced by the agricultural sector are 
not covered by the tax.88 

83 Frank Convery, Louise Dunne, and Deirdre Joyce, “Ireland’s Carbon Tax and the Fiscal Crisis: Issues in Fiscal Adjustment, Environmental Effectiveness, Competi-
tiveness, Leakage, and Equity Concerns,” OECD Environmental Working Papers 59 (October 2013), https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/environment-and-sustainable-de-https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/environment-and-sustainable-de-
velopment/ireland-s-carbon-tax-and-the-fiscal-crisis_5k3z11j3w0bw-en.velopment/ireland-s-carbon-tax-and-the-fiscal-crisis_5k3z11j3w0bw-en.

84 Irish Tax and Customs, “Natural Gas Carbon Tax,” https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/energy-taxes/natural-gas-carbon-tax/https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/energy-taxes/natural-gas-carbon-tax/
rate-of-tax.aspxrate-of-tax.aspx; Irish Tax and Customs, “Solid Fuel Carbon Tax,” https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/energy-taxes/solid-fu-https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/energy-taxes/solid-fu-
el-carbon-tax/index.aspxel-carbon-tax/index.aspx; Irish Tax and Customs, “Mineral Oil Tax,” https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/excise-duty-rates/https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/excise-duty-rates/
mineral-oil-tax.aspxmineral-oil-tax.aspx. 

85 Alan Kilmartin, “Developments in VAT and Energy Taxes on Irish Fuel,” International Tax Review, Apr. 22, 2022, https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/arti-https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/arti-
cle/2a6abcbtm7tszx6acg1kw/developments-in-vat-and-energy-taxes-on-irish-fuelcle/2a6abcbtm7tszx6acg1kw/developments-in-vat-and-energy-taxes-on-irish-fuel. 

86 Chartered Accountants Ireland, “’Greening’ the Tax System – Budget 2023,” Sep. 27, 2022, https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/greening-the-tax-system---https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/greening-the-tax-system---
budget-2023budget-2023. 

87 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
88 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Ireland: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/irelandhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/ireland. 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/environment-and-sustainable-development/ireland-s-carbon-tax-and-the-fiscal-crisis_5k3z11j3w0bw-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/environment-and-sustainable-development/ireland-s-carbon-tax-and-the-fiscal-crisis_5k3z11j3w0bw-en
https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/energy-taxes/natural-gas-carbon-tax/rate-of-tax.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/energy-taxes/natural-gas-carbon-tax/rate-of-tax.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/energy-taxes/solid-fuel-carbon-tax/index.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/energy-taxes/solid-fuel-carbon-tax/index.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/excise-duty-rates/mineral-oil-tax.aspx
https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-and-charities/excise-and-licences/excise-duty-rates/mineral-oil-tax.aspx
https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/article/2a6abcbtm7tszx6acg1kw/developments-in-vat-and-energy-taxes-on-irish-fuel
https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/article/2a6abcbtm7tszx6acg1kw/developments-in-vat-and-energy-taxes-on-irish-fuel
https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/greening-the-tax-system---budget-2023
https://www.charteredaccountants.ie/News/greening-the-tax-system---budget-2023
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/ireland
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Japan

Rate (2022) $2.36 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 1,182 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $2.80 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $1.65 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.59 (4th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Japan introduced a carbon tax in 2012.89 While the tax rate has moved slightly, it has remained low at 289 
JPY per ton.90 In addition to the national-level carbon tax, the cities of Tokyo and Saitama Prefecture both 
employ cap-and-trade emissions schemes, covering 20 percent and 17 percent of localized greenhouse 
gas emissions.91 In April 2023, Japan introduced a new set of carbon pricing initiatives. In 2023 and 2024, 
a voluntary emissions trading system will begin, entering full-scale operation in 2027, along with a new, 
more substantial carbon tax.92

While Japan’s carbon tax is low, and thus has not had a large impact on emissions, it is well-designed. 
Despite some exemptions for specific kinds of emissions within major sectors—e.g., fuel used in large-
scale transportation such as passenger and cargo ships, railways, and aviation, and fuel used as inputs 
in industrial processes—the tax still covers a substantial share of emissions in all major sectors.93 The 
Japanese power generation sector is emissions-intensive, particularly after nuclear facilities were taken 
offline following the Fukushima incident in 2011 and are only now slowly being brought back online.94  The 
Japanese carbon tax excludes non-CO2 greenhouse gasses like methane or nitrous oxide, but they come 
predominantly from agriculture, responsible for only a small share of Japan’s overall greenhouse gas 
emissions.95

89 Ministry of the Environment, “Details on the Carbon Tax,” Government of Japan, Oct. 1, 2012, https://www.env.go.jp/content/900453366.pdfhttps://www.env.go.jp/content/900453366.pdf. 
90 Ministry of the Environment, “Details on the Carbon Tax,” Government of Japan, Oct. 1, 2012, https://www.env.go.jp/content/900453366.pdf;https://www.env.go.jp/content/900453366.pdf; see also International 

Carbon Action Partnership, “Japan’s Cabinet Approves Policy Roadmap Including Plans for National ETS,” Feb. 22, 2023, https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/news/https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/news/
japans-cabinet-approves-policy-roadmap-including-plans-national-etsjapans-cabinet-approves-policy-roadmap-including-plans-national-ets. 

91 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
92 Yuka Obayashi and Katya Golubkova, “Explainer: Japan’s Carbon Pricing Scheme Being Launched in April,” Reuters, Mar. 30, 2023, https://www.reuters.com/https://www.reuters.com/

markets/carbon/japans-carbon-pricing-scheme-being-launched-april-2023-03-30/markets/carbon/japans-carbon-pricing-scheme-being-launched-april-2023-03-30/; see also Satoshi Hashimoto, “Carbon Pricing in Japan: A Policy Perspective,” 
Mitsubishi Research Institute, Jul. 26, 2023, https://www.mri.co.jp/en/knowledge/mreview/2023062.htmlhttps://www.mri.co.jp/en/knowledge/mreview/2023062.html. 

93 Hemangi Gokhale, “Japan’s Carbon Tax Policy: Limitations and Policy Suggestions,” Current Research in Environmental Sustainability 3 (2021), https://www.sci-https://www.sci-
encedirect.com/science/article/pii/S266604902100058Xencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S266604902100058X; see also World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”

94 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Japan: Energy Country Profile,” Our World in Data, https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/japanhttps://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/japan. 
95 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Japan: CO2 Emissions Profile,” Our World in Data, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/japanhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/japan. 

https://www.env.go.jp/content/900453366.pdf
https://www.env.go.jp/content/900453366.pdf
https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/news/japans-cabinet-approves-policy-roadmap-including-plans-national-ets
https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/news/japans-cabinet-approves-policy-roadmap-including-plans-national-ets
https://www.reuters.com/markets/carbon/japans-carbon-pricing-scheme-being-launched-april-2023-03-30/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/carbon/japans-carbon-pricing-scheme-being-launched-april-2023-03-30/
https://www.mri.co.jp/en/knowledge/mreview/2023062.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S266604902100058X
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S266604902100058X
https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/japan
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/japan
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Latvia

Rate (2022) $16.60 per Ton

Total GHG Emissions 11.73 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $0.19 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.008 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.04 (28th of 31)

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Latvia has implemented a comprehensive approach to address emissions, employing energy and carbon 
taxes and participating in the EU ETS. Introduced as part of the Natural Resources Tax Law in 2004, the 
carbon tax complements the EU ETS, focused on emissions in the power and industry sectors not covered 
by the EU-level policy.96 In 2017, the government increased the carbon and energy tax rates to EUR 4.5 per 
ton of CO2.97 The rate has been steadily increased, to EUR 9 per ton in 2020 and to EUR 15 per ton by the 
beginning of 2022 (where the rate stands today).98

Latvia’s low c-efficiency ratio is unsurprising, given that the carbon tax is merely designed to fill the gaps in 
the ETS base in the industrial and power sectors. In addition to excluding ETS industrial and power sector 
emissions, the tax excludes industrial and power sector emissions from peat and biomass.99 Furthermore, 
most of Latvia’s GHG emissions do not come from industry and power generation. Road transportation 
and agriculture account for a much larger share of emissions, and the carbon tax does not touch those 
sectors.100

96 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
97 World Bank, “State and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2017,” Nov. 2017, https://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/468881509601753549/pdf/State-and-trends-

of-carbon-pricing-2017.pdf
98 Legal Acts of the Republic of Latvia, “Natural Resources Tax Law,” last updated Aug. 6, 2023, accessed Oct. 16, 2023, https://likumi.lv/ta/en/en/id/124707-natu-https://likumi.lv/ta/en/en/id/124707-natu-

ral-resources-tax-lawral-resources-tax-law. 
99 OECD, “OECD Environmental Performance Reviews: Latvia 2019,” OECD Environmental Performance Reviews (2019), https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/1f-https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/1f-

fa7daf-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/1ffa7daf-enfa7daf-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/1ffa7daf-en. 
100 Janis Eglits, “Latvia’s Challenges and Achievements Towards Low Carbon and Climate Resilient Development,” Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional 

of Development, Oct. 30, 2017, https://www.varam.gov.lv/sites/varam/files/content/files/4_30_10_part1_3_ppt_janis_eglitis.pdfhttps://www.varam.gov.lv/sites/varam/files/content/files/4_30_10_part1_3_ppt_janis_eglitis.pdf. 

https://likumi.lv/ta/en/en/id/124707-natural-resources-tax-law
https://likumi.lv/ta/en/en/id/124707-natural-resources-tax-law
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/1ffa7daf-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/1ffa7daf-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/1ffa7daf-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/1ffa7daf-en
https://www.varam.gov.lv/sites/varam/files/content/files/4_30_10_part1_3_ppt_janis_eglitis.pdf
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Liechtenstein

Rate (2022) $129.9 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 0.18 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $23.38 Million

Actual Revenue (2022) $4.96 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.21 (20th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

The Liechtenstein carbon tax was implemented in 2008 in line with a bilateral treaty that requires the 
adoption of Swiss federal legislation on environmental taxes.101 Both countries levy the highest tax rate on 
carbon in Europe. The tax applies to carbon emissions from fossil fuel combustion in mainly the industry, 
power, buildings, and transport sectors. Liechtenstein also joined the EU ETS in 2021 and refunds carbon 
tax paid on fuel use already covered by the EU ETS or used merely in industrial processes. The resulting 
revenues are earmarked partially for environmental policy projects and partially for employer-side pension 
contributions.102 The government allows for full or partial tax refunds in exchange for emission reduction 
commitments or carbon offsets out to 2024.103

Liechtenstein’s carbon tax has a broad scope but ends up with a below-average c-efficiency ratio. The 
country’s rank is reduced by full or partial tax refunds to selected businesses in exchange for commit-
ments to emission reductions or using carbon offsets. Partial refunds to heat generation plants not 
covered by the EU ETS but meeting minimum environmental standards also reduce the c-efficiency ratio 
of Liechtenstein’s carbon tax.104

101 See Switzerland’s carbon tax country profile for details.
102 Liechtensteinische AHV-IV-FAK, “Rückverteilung der CO2-Abgabe,” accessed Oct. 5, 2023, https://ahv.li/beitraege/rueckverteilung-der-co2-abgabehttps://ahv.li/beitraege/rueckverteilung-der-co2-abgabe.
103 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard”; see also State Administration of the Principality of Liechtenstein, “Landesgesetz Verordnung vom 29. Oktober 2013 über 

die Reduktion der CO2-Emissionen (CO2-Verordnung),“ Oct. 29, 2013, https://gesetze.li/konso/2013359000https://gesetze.li/konso/2013359000.
104 Ibid.

https://ahv.li/beitraege/rueckverteilung-der-co2-abgabe
https://gesetze.li/konso/2013359000
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Luxembourg

Rate (2022) $43.3 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 9.35 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $0.4 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.28 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.7 (2nd of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Luxembourg’s carbon tax (passed in 2019 and implemented in 2021) applies to CO2 emissions from 
fossil fuels used for transportation and heating. Emissions already covered by the EU ETS, as well as 
fuels used in industrial processes, are eligible for a tax refund.105 In addition to its carbon tax and the EU 
ETS, Luxembourg also levies separate fuel excise taxes.106 Imposition of the tax was accompanied by 
increased social support for low-income earners and some revenues are earmarked for a climate and en-
ergy fund. The basic rate gradually increased by 50 percent between 2021 and 2023. There is an increased 
rate for diesel which may be related to concerns over local pollution due to higher NO2 intensity.107

Luxembourg’s carbon tax has the second-best c-efficiency ratio of 0.7, due to its broad coverage of 
emissions. The reluctance to use exemptions or selective incentives in its design mirrors the country’s 
approach to broad-based value-added taxes.108 Despite its high rank, Luxembourg’s carbon tax base does 
not overlap with the EU ETS, managing to avoid distortive double taxation. 

Luxembourg’s national carbon tax is able to achieve a high c-efficiency score while also exempting emis-
sions subject to the EU ETS because of its emissions profile. Industrial and power generation operations 
covered by the ETS produce a small share of the country’s carbon emissions. Similarly, the tax only in-
cludes CO2 emissions, excluding methane and nitrous oxide (both of which primarily come from the 
agricultural sector), but cumulatively these non-CO2 emissions make up under 10 percent of the national 
total as of 2019.109 On the other hand, transport emissions (which are subject to the carbon tax) constitute 
a majority of Luxembourg’s total emissions.110  

105 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
106 Adam Hoffer, “Diesel and Gas Taxes in Europe,” Tax Foundation, Jul. 11, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/. 
107 Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology, “Stickstoffoxidbelastung in Luxemburg: Ergebnisse eines landesweiten Screenings,“ Feb. 18, 2020, https://list.lu/https://list.lu/

en/media/press/stickstoffdioxidbelastung-in-luxemburg-ergebnisse-eines-landesweiten-screenings/en/media/press/stickstoffdioxidbelastung-in-luxemburg-ergebnisse-eines-landesweiten-screenings/. 
108 Tax Foundation, “Taxes In Luxembourg,” accessed Oct. 5, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/location/luxembourg/https://taxfoundation.org/location/luxembourg/. 
109 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Luxembourg: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Oct. 6. 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/luxem-https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/luxem-

bourgbourg. 
110 Ibid.  

https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/
https://list.lu/en/media/press/stickstoffdioxidbelastung-in-luxemburg-ergebnisse-eines-landesweiten-screenings/
https://list.lu/en/media/press/stickstoffdioxidbelastung-in-luxemburg-ergebnisse-eines-landesweiten-screenings/
https://taxfoundation.org/location/luxembourg/
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/luxembourg
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/luxembourg
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Mexico

Rate (2022) $3.72 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 731 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $2.72 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.24 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.09 (25th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Mexico introduced a carbon tax in 2014. Since then, several Mexican provinces have implemented carbon 
taxes of their own, but we do not consider them here.111 Mexico’s carbon tax is notable for being the first 
introduced in a major oil-producing emerging economy.112 Additionally, Mexico introduced an ETS at the 
beginning of 2023.113 

Several reasons lead to Mexico’s carbon tax’s low c-efficiency ratio. For one, the tax is only on CO2 emis-
sions produced by fossil fuel activity in excess of emissions produced by natural gas, and natural gas 
emissions are entirely exempted.114 Given that natural gas is the source of more than half of Mexico’s 
electricity generation, the exemption creates a significant hole in the tax base.115 Mexico further narrowed 
its carbon tax base in March 2022, when the country suspended the tax on gasoline and diesel fuel (while 
also adding direct fiscal subsidies for fuel purchases).116 The tax excludes non-CO2 emissions like meth-
ane and nitrous oxide, both of which largely come from the agricultural sector.117 

111 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
112 David Alire Garcia and Adriana Barrera, “Mexico’s Carbon Tax Faces Headwinds from Energy Revamp,” Reuters, Oct. 7, 2013, https://www.reuters.com/article/mex-https://www.reuters.com/article/mex-

ico-reforms/mexicos-carbon-tax-faces-headwinds-from-energy-revamp-idUSL1N0HQ1MB20131007ico-reforms/mexicos-carbon-tax-faces-headwinds-from-energy-revamp-idUSL1N0HQ1MB20131007. 
113 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
114 International Energy Agency, “Carbon Tax,” last updated Feb. 8, 2023, https://www.iea.org/policies/16937-carbon-taxhttps://www.iea.org/policies/16937-carbon-tax. 
115 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Mexico: Energy Country Profile,” Our World in Data, 2020, https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/mexicohttps://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/mexico. 
116 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard”; see also Zenyazen Flores and Adam Critchley, “Mexico Pumps Up Subsidies to Keep Fuel Prices Stable,” Bloomberg 

Linea, Jun. 13, 2022, https://www.bloomberglinea.com/english/mexico-pumps-up-subsidies-to-keep-fuel-prices-stable/https://www.bloomberglinea.com/english/mexico-pumps-up-subsidies-to-keep-fuel-prices-stable/. 
117 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Mexico: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, 2020, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/mexicohttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/mexico. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/mexico-reforms/mexicos-carbon-tax-faces-headwinds-from-energy-revamp-idUSL1N0HQ1MB20131007
https://www.reuters.com/article/mexico-reforms/mexicos-carbon-tax-faces-headwinds-from-energy-revamp-idUSL1N0HQ1MB20131007
https://www.iea.org/policies/16937-carbon-tax
https://ourworldindata.org/energy/country/mexico
https://www.bloomberglinea.com/english/mexico-pumps-up-subsidies-to-keep-fuel-prices-stable/
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/mexico
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New Brunswick

Rate (2022) $39.96 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 12 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $0.48 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.12 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.25 (18th of 31) 

Note: New Brunswick raised its carbon tax from CAD 40 to CAD 50 on April 1, 2022.

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0. 

The Canadian province of New Brunswick first implemented a carbon tax in 2020 in response to the 
Canadian federal government’s carbon pricing backstop system, under which Canadian provinces without 
sufficient carbon pricing mechanisms are subject to federal taxes or cap-and-trade systems. Like several 
other provinces, it cut its gas tax when the carbon tax was first introduced. As the Canadian federal sys-
tem’s requirements were going to tighten in 2023, New Brunswick initially planned to update its carbon tax 
to remain in compliance.118 However, in February 2023, New Brunswick announced that it would accept 
the federal backstop and ended the province’s carbon tax starting on July 1, 2023.119 New Brunswick’s ETS 
program continues. 

The New Brunswick carbon tax included several exemptions, including for the use of several fossil fu-
els for heating. The tax also exempts large emitters, particularly in electricity generation and petroleum 
refining, which are subject to New Brunswick’s ETS.120 Approximately 30 percent of the province’s electric-
ity generated comes from fossil fuel sources, and emissions from the electricity sector account for just 
under a quarter of the province’s total.121 Nonetheless, the tax’s coverage of the transportation sector is 
enough to put it near the middle of the ranking. 

118 Jacques Poitras, “Ottawa OK’s New Brunswick’s New Carbon Tax Plan,” CBC News, Nov. 22, 2022, https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/carbon-tax-https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/carbon-tax-
plan-higgs-1.6660550plan-higgs-1.6660550. 

119 New Brunswick, “Province Opts for Federal Backstop on Carbon Pricing,” Environment and Local Government, Feb. 16, 2023, https://www2.gnb.ca/content/gnb/https://www2.gnb.ca/content/gnb/
en/departments/elg/news/news_release.2023.02.0065.html.htmlen/departments/elg/news/news_release.2023.02.0065.html.html. 

120 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
121 Government of New Brunswick, “GHG Emissions Dashboard,” https://www.elgegl.gnb.ca/ghg-ges/en-CA/Home/Dashboardhttps://www.elgegl.gnb.ca/ghg-ges/en-CA/Home/Dashboard. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/carbon-tax-plan-higgs-1.6660550
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/carbon-tax-plan-higgs-1.6660550
https://www2.gnb.ca/content/gnb/en/departments/elg/news/news_release.2023.02.0065.html.html
https://www2.gnb.ca/content/gnb/en/departments/elg/news/news_release.2023.02.0065.html.html
https://www.elgegl.gnb.ca/ghg-ges/en-CA/Home/Dashboard
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Newfoundland and Labrador

Rate (2022) $39.96 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 9.5 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $380 Million

Actual Revenue (2022) $81 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.21 (19th of 31) 

Note: Newfoundland and Labrador raised the carbon tax from CAD 40 to CAD 50 on May 1, 2022.

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0. 

The Canadian province of Newfoundland and Labrador introduced a carbon tax in 2019 in response to the 
Canadian federal government’s carbon pricing backstop system, under which Canadian provinces without 
sufficient carbon pricing mechanisms are subject to federal taxes or cap-and-trade systems.122 As of July 
2023, the provincial carbon tax has been superseded by the federal carbon tax.123 However, the province’s 
ETS continues to meet federal standards.124

The main factor that reduced Newfoundland and Labrador’s efficiency score is a narrow scope, as large 
industrial and power sector emitters subject to the province’s ETS system were exempt from the carbon 
tax.125 A substantial portion of the province’s emissions come from upstream oil and gas production.126 
The carbon tax predominantly covered the transportation sector and some of the building sector. The tax-
ation of home heating oil was a major point of dispute between the provincial government of Newfound-
land and Labrador and the Canadian federal government, as the Newfoundland and Labrador tax excluded 
it.127 The Newfoundland and Labrador carbon tax also exempted the agricultural sector, some marine 
transport, and methane emissions in the oil and gas sector.128

122 Newfoundland and Labrador, “Provincial Government Releases Federally-Approved Made-in-Newfoundland and Labrador Approach to Carbon Pricing,” Oct. 23, 
2018, https://www.gov.nl.ca/releases/2018/mae/1023n01/https://www.gov.nl.ca/releases/2018/mae/1023n01/. 

123 Newfoundland and Labrador, “NOTICE: Repeal of Provincial Carbon Tax,” effective Jul. 1, 2023, https://www.gov.nl.ca/fin/tax-programs-incentives/personal/car-https://www.gov.nl.ca/fin/tax-programs-incentives/personal/car-
bontax/bontax/. 

124 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
125 Ibid.
126 Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, “Historical GHG Emissions Summary Newfoundland and Labrador, 1990-2021,” April 2023, https://www.gov.nl.ca/https://www.gov.nl.ca/

ecc/files/Historical-GHG-Emissions-Summary-NL-1990-2021-Apr-2023.pdfecc/files/Historical-GHG-Emissions-Summary-NL-1990-2021-Apr-2023.pdf. 
127 Patrick Butler, “N.L. Pleads for Carbon Tax Exemption for Heating Oil, Despite ‘Limited Flexibility,’” CBC News, Sep. 9, 2022, https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-

foundland-labrador/nl-requests-home-heating-fuel-exemption-furey-1.6575920foundland-labrador/nl-requests-home-heating-fuel-exemption-furey-1.6575920. 
128 Newfoundland and Labrador, “Provincial Government Releases Federally-Approved Made-in-Newfoundland and Labrador Approach to Carbon Pricing.”

https://www.gov.nl.ca/releases/2018/mae/1023n01/
https://www.gov.nl.ca/fin/tax-programs-incentives/personal/carbontax/
https://www.gov.nl.ca/fin/tax-programs-incentives/personal/carbontax/
https://www.gov.nl.ca/ecc/files/Historical-GHG-Emissions-Summary-NL-1990-2021-Apr-2023.pdf
https://www.gov.nl.ca/ecc/files/Historical-GHG-Emissions-Summary-NL-1990-2021-Apr-2023.pdf
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/nl-requests-home-heating-fuel-exemption-furey-1.6575920
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/nl-requests-home-heating-fuel-exemption-furey-1.6575920
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Northwest Territories

Rate (2022) $31.97 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 1.4 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $44.8 Million

Actual Revenue (2022) $32.5 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.73 (1st of 31) 

Note: The Northwest Territories carbon tax was raised from CAD 40 to CAD 50 on April 1, 2022.

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0. 

The Canadian territory of Northwest Territories introduced a carbon tax in 2019 in response to the Cana-
dian federal government’s carbon pricing backstop system, under which Canadian provinces or territories 
without sufficient carbon pricing mechanisms are subject to federal taxes or cap-and-trade systems.129 
Northwest Territories is sparsely populated (with a population under 50,000 spread over an area roughly 
twice the size of Texas), and extremely cold. These geographic factors make the taxation of transport fuel 
and heating fuel particularly salient.130

The Northwest Territories tops the rankings, although that is partly due to how revenues are counted. Part 
of the reason why the tax performs so well under the c-efficiency ratio is that instead of having tax exemp-
tions for some activities (most notably heating oil), the tax featured partial or 100 percent direct rebates 
for taxes paid. Economically, this is equivalent to an exemption—the money being returned to the taxpayer 
on a one-for-one basis means that the relative price of the greenhouse gas emissions has not changed.131 
However, the policy is counted as revenue recycling, rather than an exemption. The tax also has a few 
small, direct exemptions, including for aviation fuel and fuel sold to native band governments.132 It also 
does not include non-CO2 emissions, which account for under 10 percent of the province’s total emis-
sions.133 If the 100 percent rebates were counted as exemptions, the tax’s c-efficiency rating would fall to 
the middle of the pack. 

Since April 2023, many of the rebates, such as the full rebate for home heating oil, have been replaced 
with increased general assistance payments.134 General assistance payments are better than direct re-
bates for taxes paid because general assistance payments preserve the relative price effects of a carbon 
tax. Thanks to these changes, the Northwest Territories’ carbon tax should preserve its high ranking going 
forward—and without the asterisk.

129 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
130 Sidney Cohen, “NWT MLAs to Hear from Public on Carbon Tax Changes,” CBC, Jan. 16, 2023, https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/nwt-public-hearing-carbon-https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/nwt-public-hearing-carbon-

tax-1.6714042tax-1.6714042; Mark Heyck, “Northern Priorities and Carbon Pricing,” Policy Options (July 2019), https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2019/northern-pri-https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2019/northern-pri-
orities-and-carbon-pricing/orities-and-carbon-pricing/. 

131 This form of rebate is not to be confused with proposals such as the carbon tax and dividend plan, which would redistribute carbon tax revenue with a universal, 
flat cash payment to households.

132 Government of Northwest Territories, “Carbon Tax Rates by Fuel Type,” https://www.fin.gov.nt.ca/en/services/carbon-tax/carbon-tax-rates-fuel-typehttps://www.fin.gov.nt.ca/en/services/carbon-tax/carbon-tax-rates-fuel-type. 
133 Environment Canada, “National Inventory Report 1990-2021: Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in Canada,” 2023, https://publications.gc.ca/collections/collec-https://publications.gc.ca/collections/collec-

tion_2023/eccc/En81-4-2021-3-eng.pdftion_2023/eccc/En81-4-2021-3-eng.pdf. 
134 Government of Northwest Territories, “NWT Carbon Tax Before and After Apr. 1, 2023,” April 2023, https://www.fin.gov.nt.ca/sites/fin/files/resources/nwt_car-https://www.fin.gov.nt.ca/sites/fin/files/resources/nwt_car-

bon_tax-before_and_after-final.pdfbon_tax-before_and_after-final.pdf. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/nwt-public-hearing-carbon-tax-1.6714042
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/nwt-public-hearing-carbon-tax-1.6714042
https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2019/northern-priorities-and-carbon-pricing/
https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/july-2019/northern-priorities-and-carbon-pricing/
https://www.fin.gov.nt.ca/en/services/carbon-tax/carbon-tax-rates-fuel-type
https://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2023/eccc/En81-4-2021-3-eng.pdf
https://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2023/eccc/En81-4-2021-3-eng.pdf
https://www.fin.gov.nt.ca/sites/fin/files/resources/nwt_carbon_tax-before_and_after-final.pdf
https://www.fin.gov.nt.ca/sites/fin/files/resources/nwt_carbon_tax-before_and_after-final.pdf
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Norway

Rate (2022) $87.6 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 71.6 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $6.28 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $1.80 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.29 (13th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Norway introduced a carbon tax in 1991.135 Since the tax was introduced, the rate has been increased 
substantially, and exemptions have been slowly peeled back. In practice, the Norwegian carbon tax is 
broken up into several different components (all based on greenhouse gas emissions): a CO2 tax on 
mineral products (which includes mineral oil, petrol, gas, natural gas, and liquid petroleum gas), a CO2 tax 
on emissions from offshore petroleum operations, a CO2 tax on emissions from waste incineration, and a 
tax on hydrofluorocarbons and perfluorocarbons (PFC)s.136 In 2021, the Norwegian government proposed 
steadily raising the carbon tax to up to NOK 2,000 by 2030—more than doubling the current rate.137 In 
2022, the tax rate was NOK 766 per ton.138

Norway’s carbon tax covers a large share of Norway’s emissions, including non-CO2 greenhouse gases 
such as methane and HFCs. However, most operators subject to the EU ETS are exempted, and the tax 
features reduced rates on certain activities such as waste incineration.139 Both factors reduce Norway’s 
c-efficiency ratio. The tax treatment of offshore drilling operations also reduces the Norwegian carbon 
tax’s c-efficiency ratio, perhaps unfairly. Emissions from offshore drilling are subject to the EU ETS and 
the carbon tax, although the carbon tax is levied at a slightly reduced rate. The combination of the EU ETS 
and the (reduced) carbon tax for offshore drilling has produced some of the highest total tax rates on any 
carbon emissions anywhere in the world, but on the whole, this reduces the c-efficiency ratio because the 
ratio considers the carbon tax in isolation.140

135 Leila Abboud, “An Exhausting War on Emissions,” The Wall Street Journal, Sep. 30, 2008, https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB122272533893187737#articleT-https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB122272533893187737#articleT-
abs%3Darticleabs%3Darticle. 

136 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard”; see also Norwegian Tax Administration, “Mineral Product Tax,” accessed Oct. 17, 2023, https://www.skatteetaten.no/en/https://www.skatteetaten.no/en/
business-and-organisation/vat-and-duties/excise-duties/about-the-excise-duties/mineral-product/business-and-organisation/vat-and-duties/excise-duties/about-the-excise-duties/mineral-product/. 

137 Norwegian Ministry of Climate and Environment, “Norway’s Climate Action Plan for 2021-2030,” Meld. St. 13 (2020-2021), https://www.regjeringen.no/contentas-https://www.regjeringen.no/contentas-
sets/a78ecf5ad2344fa5ae4a394412ef8975/en-gb/pdfs/stm202020210013000engpdfs.pdfsets/a78ecf5ad2344fa5ae4a394412ef8975/en-gb/pdfs/stm202020210013000engpdfs.pdf. 

138 International Energy Agency, “Norway 2022: Energy Policy Review,” June 2022, https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/de28c6a6-8240-41d9-9082-https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/de28c6a6-8240-41d9-9082-
a5dd65d9f3eb/NORWAY2022.pdfa5dd65d9f3eb/NORWAY2022.pdf.

139 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.” While Norway is not an EU Member State, it is subject to the EU’s ETS as a member of the European Free Trade Associa-
tion. 

140 International Energy Agency, “Norway 2022: Energy Policy Review.” 

https://www.skatteetaten.no/en/business-and-organisation/vat-and-duties/excise-duties/about-the-excise-duties/mineral-product/
https://www.skatteetaten.no/en/business-and-organisation/vat-and-duties/excise-duties/about-the-excise-duties/mineral-product/
https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/a78ecf5ad2344fa5ae4a394412ef8975/en-gb/pdfs/stm202020210013000engpdfs.pdf
https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/a78ecf5ad2344fa5ae4a394412ef8975/en-gb/pdfs/stm202020210013000engpdfs.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/de28c6a6-8240-41d9-9082-a5dd65d9f3eb/NORWAY2022.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/de28c6a6-8240-41d9-9082-a5dd65d9f3eb/NORWAY2022.pdf
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Poland 

Rate (2022) $0.08 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions 416 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $31.7 Million

Actual Revenue (2022) $6.5 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.20 (21st of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Poland’s carbon tax was one of the world’s earliest, although it receives much less attention than the other 
carbon taxes introduced in the early 1990s. Part of the reason Poland’s carbon tax is often forgotten in the 
discussion of early carbon taxes is that it was, and has rarely been, described as a carbon tax. Instead, it 
is referred to as a national emissions fee.141 Poland has a series of fees that cover several forms of envi-
ronmental pollution, fees that in some cases predate democratization.142 While not billed as carbon taxes, 
the emissions-related fees do qualify, as the fees are levied according to emission volume, rather than 
on the value of goods sold. The emissions fees are just a few of the country’s long list of pollution and 
resource fees.143

The Polish emissions fees only cover greenhouse gases not subject to the EU ETS, and given that the 
ETS-covered power sector is responsible for almost 50 percent of Poland’s greenhouse gas emissions, 
the fees have a narrow scope.144 The fee also includes a de minimis exemption for taxpayers who would 
owe less than PLN 800 (or roughly USD 200), which further shrinks the base slightly.145 The national emis-
sions fee has a strange anomaly that inflates the c-efficiency ratio in a way that does not necessarily re-
flect better tax design. The Polish emissions fee actually taxes some non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions 
at a higher rate on a CO2-equivalent basis than the regular carbon tax rate.146 Given that the c-efficiency 
ratio uses the tax rate on CO2 to calculate potential tax revenue, the higher rate on non-CO2 emissions 
raises more revenue than one would expect, thus boosting the ratio.

141 International Energy Agency, “Energy Policy Review: Poland 2022,” May 2022, https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/b9ea5a7d-3e41-4318-a69e-https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/b9ea5a7d-3e41-4318-a69e-
f7d456ebb118/Poland2022.pdff7d456ebb118/Poland2022.pdf. 

142 Mariucz Kudelko and Wojciech Suwala, “Environmental Policy in Poland–Current State and Perspectives of Development,” Energy and Environment 14:5 (2003), 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43734596https://www.jstor.org/stable/43734596; see also Robert Stavins, “Experience with Market-Based Environmental Policy Instruments” in Handbook of Environmental 
Economics, ed. Karl Goran-Maler and Jeffrey Vincent (2003), https://scholar.harvard.edu/stavins/publications/experience-market-based-environmental-policy-in-https://scholar.harvard.edu/stavins/publications/experience-market-based-environmental-policy-in-
strumentsstruments. 

143 Mariusz Rogulski, “Environmental Fees. Polish Case Study,” Environment Protection Engineering 41:2 (2015), https://epe.pwr.edu.pl/2015/2-2015/Rogulski_2-2015.https://epe.pwr.edu.pl/2015/2-2015/Rogulski_2-2015.
pdfpdf. 

144 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard”; see also Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Poland: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Sep. 26, 2023, 
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/polandhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/poland.

145 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
146 Ibid. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/b9ea5a7d-3e41-4318-a69e-f7d456ebb118/Poland2022.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/b9ea5a7d-3e41-4318-a69e-f7d456ebb118/Poland2022.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43734596
https://scholar.harvard.edu/stavins/publications/experience-market-based-environmental-policy-instruments
https://scholar.harvard.edu/stavins/publications/experience-market-based-environmental-policy-instruments
https://epe.pwr.edu.pl/2015/2-2015/Rogulski_2-2015.pdf
https://epe.pwr.edu.pl/2015/2-2015/Rogulski_2-2015.pdf
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/poland
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Portugal

Rate (2022) $26.44 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions 56.1 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $1.49 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.49 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.33 (11th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Portugal implemented a carbon tax in 2015, as an addition to its existing petroleum and energy products 
tax.147 Portugal’s carbon tax rate is based on average ETS prices over the preceding two years.148 Sched-
uled tax increases for 2022 were postponed until 2023. In 2023, Portugal added a flat EUR 2 tax on inter-
national air and sea travelers to provide additional coverage of the emissions from international aviation 
and shipping. While this particular tax is referred to as a carbon tax, it is not directly based on the emis-
sions content of travel activity.149 

Portugal’s carbon tax performs relatively well on the c-efficiency ratio due to its broad tax base. The tax 
primarily applies to the building and transportation sectors, the latter being the largest emitting sector 
in Portugal.150 Meanwhile, Portugal partly includes sectors covered by the ETS. Initially, the tax excluded 
ETS sectors like electricity generation, but starting in 2018, coal-fired electricity generation facilities were 
partially subject to the carbon tax as well as the ETS, and the carbon tax began to partially apply to natural 
gas electricity facilities in 2020.151 By 2021, coal had been fully phased out in Portugal’s electricity mix.152 
However, the tax excludes non-CO2 emissions, and given that methane and nitrous oxide combine for 
roughly one-quarter of the nation’s total as of 2019, that significantly reduces the country’s c-efficiency 
ratio.153  

147 Alfredo Marvao Pereira, Rui Pereira, and Pedro Rodrigues, “A New Carbon Tax in Portugal: A Missed Opportunity to Achieve the Triple Dividend,” Energy Policy 93 
(June 2016), https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516300970https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516300970. 

148 International Energy Agency, “Portugal 2021: Energy Policy Review,” July 2021, https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/a58d6151-f75f-4cd7-891e-https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/a58d6151-f75f-4cd7-891e-
6b06540ce01f/Portugal2021EnergyPolicyReview.pdf6b06540ce01f/Portugal2021EnergyPolicyReview.pdf. 

149 Filipe de Vasconcelos Fernandes, “Portugal Creates Carbon Tax on Air and Sea Travel,” International Tax Review, Mar. 23, 2021, https://www.internationaltaxreview.https://www.internationaltaxreview.
com/article/2a6a8ayk2vg7s1jv2spvk/portugal-creates-carbon-taxes-on-air-and-sea-travelcom/article/2a6a8ayk2vg7s1jv2spvk/portugal-creates-carbon-taxes-on-air-and-sea-travel. 

150 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard”; see also Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Portugal: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Oct. 3, 2023, 
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/portugalhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/portugal. 

151 Ibid. 
152 International Energy Agency, “Portugal 2021: Energy Policy Review.”
153 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Portugal: CO2 Country Profile.”

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421516300970
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/a58d6151-f75f-4cd7-891e-6b06540ce01f/Portugal2021EnergyPolicyReview.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/a58d6151-f75f-4cd7-891e-6b06540ce01f/Portugal2021EnergyPolicyReview.pdf
https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/article/2a6a8ayk2vg7s1jv2spvk/portugal-creates-carbon-taxes-on-air-and-sea-travel
https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/article/2a6a8ayk2vg7s1jv2spvk/portugal-creates-carbon-taxes-on-air-and-sea-travel
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/portugal
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Prince Edward Island

Rate (2022) $23.98 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 1.6 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $38.7 Million

Actual Revenue (2022) $22.2 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.58 (5th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

The Canadian province of Prince Edward Island introduced a carbon tax in 2019 in response to the Cana-
dian federal government’s carbon pricing backstop system, under which Canadian provinces without suf-
ficient carbon pricing mechanisms are subject to federal taxes or cap-and-trade systems. At the time, the 
province also cut its gas tax, dampening the total tax increase.154 As of July 1, 2023, the Canadian federal 
government now applies the federal backstop tax to the province.155 

While the Prince Edward Island policy did not meet the Canadian federal government minimum standards, 
it still performed well under the c-efficiency ratio. The tax’s primary strength was its coverage of the trans-
portation sector, a sector that accounts for almost half of the province’s overall emissions.156 However, 
exemptions for home heating oil and propane along with the insufficiently high rate and the simultaneous 
reductions of the gas tax rate, drove the federal government to impose the federal backstop.157 Another 
factor that reduced the provincial tax’s overall high c-efficiency ratio is that it exempted agricultural emis-
sions (both CO2 emissions from fossil fuels and non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions), which constitute a 
substantial share of emissions.158 

154 Robert Jones, “Significant Fuel Tax Hike Coming for Province, But Not Its Neighbors,” CBC News, Mar. 28, 2019, https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/
carbon-canary-fuel-tax-neighbours-1.5074381carbon-canary-fuel-tax-neighbours-1.5074381. 

155 Prince Edward Island, “Carbon Levy on Fossil Fuels,” Government Finance, Jan. 31, 2023, https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/information/finance/carbon-levy-https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/information/finance/carbon-levy-
on-fossil-fuelson-fossil-fuels. 

156 Canada Energy Regulator, “Provincial and Territorial Energy Profiles – Prince Edward Island,” last modified Mar. 3, 2023, https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analy-https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analy-
sis/energy-markets/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles-prince-edward-island.htmlsis/energy-markets/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles-prince-edward-island.html.

157 Stu Neatby, “P.E.I. Carbon Price Will Mean 4.4 Cent per Litre Increase, $140 July Rebate Cheques,” Saltwire, Mar. 25, 2022, https://www.saltwire.com/atlantic-cana-https://www.saltwire.com/atlantic-cana-
da/news/pei-carbon-price-will-mean-44-cent-per-litre-increase-140-july-rebate-cheques-100710849/da/news/pei-carbon-price-will-mean-44-cent-per-litre-increase-140-july-rebate-cheques-100710849/.

158 Canada Energy Regulator, “Provincial and Territorial Energy Profiles – Prince Edward Island.”

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/carbon-canary-fuel-tax-neighbours-1.5074381
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/carbon-canary-fuel-tax-neighbours-1.5074381
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/information/finance/carbon-levy-on-fossil-fuels
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/information/finance/carbon-levy-on-fossil-fuels
https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/energy-markets/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles-prince-edward-island.html
https://www.cer-rec.gc.ca/en/data-analysis/energy-markets/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles/provincial-territorial-energy-profiles-prince-edward-island.html
https://www.saltwire.com/atlantic-canada/news/pei-carbon-price-will-mean-44-cent-per-litre-increase-140-july-rebate-cheques-100710849/
https://www.saltwire.com/atlantic-canada/news/pei-carbon-price-will-mean-44-cent-per-litre-increase-140-july-rebate-cheques-100710849/
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Singapore

Rate (2022) $3.69 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 74.6 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $275 Million

Actual Revenue (2022) $149 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.54 (6th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Singapore introduced a carbon tax in 2019 at a rate of SGD 5 per ton. Starting in 2024, the city-state will 
raise the rate from SGD 5 to SGD 25 per ton, and in 2026, it will further raise the rate to SGD 45 per ton, 
with additional increases planned in 2028 and beyond.159 The tax has a high de minimis threshold of 
25,000 metric tons of CO2 emissions per year and a small number of taxpayers, approximately 50, exceed 
the threshold. 160 The tax covers industrial and power emissions (including many non-CO2 GHG emis-
sions), while excluding transportation emissions.161

Singapore’s high efficiency ratio, even with a relatively high de minimis exemption threshold, shows how 
an upstream carbon tax can cover a large share of emissions in a jurisdiction. Excluding the transporta-
tion sector does not have a substantially negative impact on the tax’s efficiency ratio, as transportation 
emissions are a small part of the nation’s emissions.162 In the future, the elevated carbon tax will include 
some carbon offset credits, which will reduce the c-efficiency ratio, but the credits will be limited to offset 
just 5 percent of carbon tax liability.163 

159 National Environmental Agency, “Carbon Tax,” updated May 19, 2023, https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/climate-change-energy-efficiency/climate-change/car-https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/climate-change-energy-efficiency/climate-change/car-
bon-taxbon-tax. 

160 National Climate Change Secretariat of Singapore, “Carbon Tax,” Prime Minister’s Office, accessed Aug. 31, 2023, https://www.nccs.gov.sg/faqs/carbon-tax/https://www.nccs.gov.sg/faqs/carbon-tax/. 
161 Singapore Statues Online, “Carbon Pricing Act of 2018,” https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Acts-Supp/23-2018/?ProvIds=Sc2-#Sc2-https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Acts-Supp/23-2018/?ProvIds=Sc2-#Sc2-. 
162 National Climate Change Secretariat of Singapore, “Singapore’s Emissions Profile,” accessed Sep. 25, 2023, https://www.nccs.gov.sg/singapores-climate-action/https://www.nccs.gov.sg/singapores-climate-action/

singapores-climate-targets/singapore-emissions-profile/singapores-climate-targets/singapore-emissions-profile/. 
163 Ibid.; see also Audrey Tan, “Carbon Credits Used to Offset Carbon Tax Bill Must Meet Certain Criteria: NEA,” The Straits Times, Aug. 30, 2022, https://www.https://www.

straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/carbon-credits-used-to-offset-carbon-tax-bill-in-singapore-must-meet-certain-criteria-neastraitstimes.com/singapore/environment/carbon-credits-used-to-offset-carbon-tax-bill-in-singapore-must-meet-certain-criteria-nea; Simon Yeo, Sanjeev Gupta, 
and Praveen Tekchandani, “What the Rise in Carbon Taxes Means for Companies,” EY, Feb. 25, 2022, https://www.ey.com/en_sg/climate-change-sustainability-ser-https://www.ey.com/en_sg/climate-change-sustainability-ser-
vices/what-the-rise-in-carbon-tax-means-for-companiesvices/what-the-rise-in-carbon-tax-means-for-companies. 

https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/climate-change-energy-efficiency/climate-change/carbon-tax
https://www.nea.gov.sg/our-services/climate-change-energy-efficiency/climate-change/carbon-tax
https://www.nccs.gov.sg/faqs/carbon-tax/
https://www.nccs.gov.sg/singapores-climate-action/singapores-climate-targets/singapore-emissions-profile/
https://www.nccs.gov.sg/singapores-climate-action/singapores-climate-targets/singapore-emissions-profile/
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/carbon-credits-used-to-offset-carbon-tax-bill-in-singapore-must-meet-certain-criteria-nea
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/carbon-credits-used-to-offset-carbon-tax-bill-in-singapore-must-meet-certain-criteria-nea
https://www.ey.com/en_sg/climate-change-sustainability-services/what-the-rise-in-carbon-tax-means-for-companies
https://www.ey.com/en_sg/climate-change-sustainability-services/what-the-rise-in-carbon-tax-means-for-companies
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South Africa

Rate (2022) $9.84 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 551 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $5.42 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.09 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.02 (30th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

In June 2019, South Africa became the first African country to introduce a carbon tax. The carbon tax 
is aimed at large businesses across economic sectors, including industry, power, and transportation.164 
The first phase of the tax (currently in law) is transitional, with substantial consideration for reducing the 
impact on low-income households and trade-exposed industries. Originally, the transitional phase was 
supposed to last until the end of 2022, but the 2022 budget extended the first phase of the policy until the 
end of 2025.165  

On paper, South Africa’s carbon tax seems well-designed, with around 80 percent of emissions included in 
the tax base.166 That fact makes the country’s low c-efficiency ratio puzzling. However, the South African 
carbon tax’s system of tax-free allowances explains its low performance. Under the allowances, between 
60 and 75 percent of emissions in certain sectors end up effectively untaxed, with some additional ex-
emptions making up to 95 percent of sector emissions untaxed.167 Once the transitional period is over, 
and certain exemptions phase out, the carbon tax’s c-efficiency ratio should improve.

164 Haonan Qu, Suphachol Suphachalasi, Sneha Thube, and Sebastien Walker, “South Africa Carbon Pricing and Climate Change Mitigation Policy,” International 
Monetary Fund Selected Issues Paper 2023/040 (June 2023), https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/selected-issues-papers/Issues/2023/06/26/South-Africa-Car-https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/selected-issues-papers/Issues/2023/06/26/South-Africa-Car-
bon-Pricing-and-Climate-Mitigation-Policy-South-Africa-535220bon-Pricing-and-Climate-Mitigation-Policy-South-Africa-535220.

165 KPMG, “South Africa: Extension of Utilization Period of Carbon Offsets for Purposes of Carbon Tax in 2023 Budget,” Feb. 23, 2023, https://kpmg.com/us/en/https://kpmg.com/us/en/
home/insights/2023/02/tnf-south-africa-extension-of-utilization-period-of-carbon-offsets-for-purposes-of-carbon-tax-in-budget-2023.htmlhome/insights/2023/02/tnf-south-africa-extension-of-utilization-period-of-carbon-offsets-for-purposes-of-carbon-tax-in-budget-2023.html. 

166 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
167 South African Revenue Service, “Carbon Tax,” updated Jul. 20, 2021, https://www.sars.gov.za/customs-and-excise/excise/environmental-levy-products/car-https://www.sars.gov.za/customs-and-excise/excise/environmental-levy-products/car-

bon-tax/bon-tax/; see also Haonan Qu, Suphachol Suphachalasi, Sneha Thube, and Sebastien Walker, “South Africa Carbon Pricing and Climate Change Mitigation Policy.”

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/selected-issues-papers/Issues/2023/06/26/South-Africa-Carbon-Pricing-and-Climate-Mitigation-Policy-South-Africa-535220
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/selected-issues-papers/Issues/2023/06/26/South-Africa-Carbon-Pricing-and-Climate-Mitigation-Policy-South-Africa-535220
https://kpmg.com/us/en/home/insights/2023/02/tnf-south-africa-extension-of-utilization-period-of-carbon-offsets-for-purposes-of-carbon-tax-in-budget-2023.html
https://kpmg.com/us/en/home/insights/2023/02/tnf-south-africa-extension-of-utilization-period-of-carbon-offsets-for-purposes-of-carbon-tax-in-budget-2023.html
https://www.sars.gov.za/customs-and-excise/excise/environmental-levy-products/carbon-tax/
https://www.sars.gov.za/customs-and-excise/excise/environmental-levy-products/carbon-tax/
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Spain (2021)

Rate (2021) $17.62 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 307 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2021) $5.40 Billion

Actual Revenue (2021) $0.08 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.01 (31st of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Spain introduced a tax on fluorinated gas emissions in 2014.168 In 2022, the Spanish government revised 
the tax’s administration, making manufacturers, importers, and other intermediate firms, as opposed to fi-
nal retail sellers, responsible for remitting the tax.169 The reform eliminates some small exemptions, while 
also introducing some small new ones. However, due to revenue data limitations for 2022, we consider 
rate and revenue data for 2021. 

The Spanish tax provides limited coverage of greenhouse gas, as it does not cover CO2, methane, or 
nitrous oxide, so it understandably performs poorly under the c-efficiency ratio. In addition to the narrow 
scope of the tax, another factor further reducing revenue (and thus the tax’s c-efficiency ratio) is non-
compliance within the already narrow tax base. Enforcement challenges led to significant administrative 
reforms in 2022.170 The EU ETS covers Spanish CO2 emissions from power generation and some industry, 
but CO2 emissions from the transportation sector (the largest sector in terms of greenhouse gas emis-
sions in Spain) are not covered, and ordinary fuel taxes in Spain are also relatively low.171 

168 Ministry of the President, “Law 16/2013, of October 29, Which Adopts Certain Measures Regarding Environmental Taxation and Adopts Other Tax and Financial 
Measures,” Oct. 31, 2023, https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2013-11331https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2013-11331. 

169 Grant Thornton, “New Regulation Tax on Fluorinated Greenhouse Gas,” Jul. 20, 2022, https://www.grantthornton.es/en/insights/tax/new-regulation-tax-on-fluori-https://www.grantthornton.es/en/insights/tax/new-regulation-tax-on-fluori-
nated-greenhouse-gas/nated-greenhouse-gas/. 

170 Sam Edwards, “Spain to Tighten Taxes on Refrigerant Gases in Fraud Crackdown,” Bloomberg Tax, Jul. 14, 2022, https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-re-https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-re-
port-international/spain-to-tighten-taxes-on-refrigerant-gases-in-fraud-crackdownport-international/spain-to-tighten-taxes-on-refrigerant-gases-in-fraud-crackdown. 

171 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Spain: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Aug. 29, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/spainhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/spain; see also 
Adam Hoffer, “Diesel and Gas Taxes in Europe,” Tax Foundation, Jul. 11, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/global/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/global/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/.

https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2013-11331
https://www.grantthornton.es/en/insights/tax/new-regulation-tax-on-fluorinated-greenhouse-gas/
https://www.grantthornton.es/en/insights/tax/new-regulation-tax-on-fluorinated-greenhouse-gas/
https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-report-international/spain-to-tighten-taxes-on-refrigerant-gases-in-fraud-crackdown
https://news.bloombergtax.com/daily-tax-report-international/spain-to-tighten-taxes-on-refrigerant-gases-in-fraud-crackdown
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/spain
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/global/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/
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Sweden

Rate (2022) $129.9 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions 61.3 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $7.96 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $2.12 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.27 (16th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Sweden’s carbon tax is one of the oldest in the world. Introduced in 1991, the carbon tax has steadily 
increased from SEK 250 per ton of CO2 in 1991 to SEK 1,300 in 2023.172 The tax rate rose substantially in 
the early 2000s, from SEK 300 per ton in 2000 to SEK 900 by 2004.173 The policy was originally introduced 
in a broader tax reform package that reduced Sweden’s relatively high corporate and personal income tax 
rates.174 In addition to a carbon tax, Sweden has several targeted environmental and energy-related excise 
taxes and participates in the EU ETS.175

Sweden’s middle-of-the-pack c-efficiency ratio can be explained primarily by a limited scope. The largest 
factor is that the Swedish carbon tax does not include non-CO2 greenhouse gasses, which account for 
roughly 37 percent of Sweden’s CO2-equivalent greenhouse gas emissions.176 The tax also exempts indus-
trial emissions and emissions from electricity production, which are subject to the EU ETS.177 However, the 
tax effectively covers most of the transportation sector (the Swedish economy’s largest sector in terms of 
emissions), with the exception of emissions from rail and shipping.178 In the transportation sector, the tax 
has reduced emissions.179

172 Government of Sweden, “Sweden’s Carbon Tax,” https://www.government.se/government-policy/swedens-carbon-tax/swedens-carbon-tax/https://www.government.se/government-policy/swedens-carbon-tax/swedens-carbon-tax/; see also Samuel 
Jonsson, Anders Ydstedt, and Elke Asen, “Looking Back on 30 Years of Carbon Taxes in Sweden,” Tax Foundation, Sep. 30, 2020, https://taxfoundation.org/swe-https://taxfoundation.org/swe-
den-carbon-tax-revenue-greenhouse-gas-emissions/den-carbon-tax-revenue-greenhouse-gas-emissions/. 

173 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
174 Samuel Jonsson, Anders Ydstedt, and Elke Asen, “Looking Back on 30 Years of Carbon Taxes in Sweden”; see also Alex Muresianu, “Carbon Taxes in Theory and 

Practice,” Tax Foundation, May 2, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/carbon-taxes-in-practicehttps://taxfoundation.org/carbon-taxes-in-practice. 
175 Ibid.
176 Hannah Ritchie and Max Rosen, “Sweden: CO2 Country Profile,” accessed Jun. 21, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/swedenhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/sweden. 
177 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
178 Ibid.
179 Ritchie and Rosen, “Sweden: CO2 Country Profile”; see also Julius Andersson, “Carbon Taxes and CO2 Emissions,” Economic Policy 11:4 (November 2019), https://https://

www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/pol.20170144www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/pol.20170144. 

https://www.government.se/government-policy/swedens-carbon-tax/swedens-carbon-tax/
https://taxfoundation.org/sweden-carbon-tax-revenue-greenhouse-gas-emissions/
https://taxfoundation.org/sweden-carbon-tax-revenue-greenhouse-gas-emissions/
https://taxfoundation.org/carbon-taxes-in-practice
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/sweden
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/pol.20170144
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/pol.20170144
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Switzerland

Rate (2022) $129.9 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 44.1 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $5.7 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $1.63 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.28 (14th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Switzerland levies the highest tax rate on carbon emissions in Europe, at EUR 120.16 per ton (CHF 120 per 
ton).180 The Swiss carbon tax was introduced in 2008 at a tenth of the current rate. The tax applies to CO2 
emissions from fossil fuels used to generate heat, light, or electricity. In addition to its carbon tax, Switzer-
land operates its own ETS, which has been closely linked to the EU ETS since 2020 and covers the same 
sectors.181 Emissions covered by the Swiss ETS are exempt from the Swiss carbon tax. 

The Swiss carbon tax ranks in the middle among the surveyed jurisdictions. This can in part be attributed 
to excluding the emissions base already covered under the Swiss ETS. Switzerland also utilizes some 
other exemptions for specific energy-intensive industries. Firms in these industries can gain carbon tax 
abatements in exchange for committing to emission reduction targets or using carbon offsets.182 The tax 
is also based on CO2, so it excludes methane, nitrous oxide, and other greenhouse gases, but those pollut-
ants make up under 15 percent of the country’s total GHG emissions as of 2019.183

180 Alex Mengden, “Carbon Taxes in Europe 2023,” Tax Foundation, Sep. 5, 2023, https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/.
181 Swiss Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN), “Linking the Swiss and EU emissions trading systems,” accessed Oct. 5, 2023, https://bafu.admin.ch/bafu/en/https://bafu.admin.ch/bafu/en/

home/topics/climate/info-specialists/reduction-measures/ets/linking-swiss-eu.htmlhome/topics/climate/info-specialists/reduction-measures/ets/linking-swiss-eu.html.
182 Beat Hintermann and Maja Zarkovic, “Carbon Pricing in Switzerland: A Fusion of Taxes, Command-and-Control, and Permit Markets,” ifo Institute, https://ifo.de/https://ifo.de/

DocDL/ifo-dice-2020-1-Hintermann-Zarkovic-Carbon-Pricing-in-Switzerland-A-Fusion-of-Taxes,Command-and-Control,and-Permit-Markets-spring.pdfDocDL/ifo-dice-2020-1-Hintermann-Zarkovic-Carbon-Pricing-in-Switzerland-A-Fusion-of-Taxes,Command-and-Control,and-Permit-Markets-spring.pdf.
183 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Switzerland: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Oct. 25, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/switzerlandhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/switzerland. 

https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/eu/carbon-taxes-in-europe-2023/
https://bafu.admin.ch/bafu/en/home/topics/climate/info-specialists/reduction-measures/ets/linking-swiss-eu.html
https://bafu.admin.ch/bafu/en/home/topics/climate/info-specialists/reduction-measures/ets/linking-swiss-eu.html
https://ifo.de/DocDL/ifo-dice-2020-1-Hintermann-Zarkovic-Carbon-Pricing-in-Switzerland-A-Fusion-of-Taxes,Command-and-Control,and-Permit-Markets-spring.pdf
https://ifo.de/DocDL/ifo-dice-2020-1-Hintermann-Zarkovic-Carbon-Pricing-in-Switzerland-A-Fusion-of-Taxes,Command-and-Control,and-Permit-Markets-spring.pdf
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/switzerland
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Ukraine (2021)

Rate (2021) $0.36 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 257 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2021) $92 Million

Actual Revenue (2021) $40 Million

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.44 (8th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

Ukraine first introduced a carbon tax in 2011. Throughout most of the carbon tax’s existence, the rate 
has been low—using March 2023 exchange rates, it has been well below USD 1 per ton of CO2.184 In early 
2022, Ukraine raised its carbon tax from UAH 10 to UAH 30 per ton (approximately 1 USD), but due to reve-
nue data limitations for 2022, we consider rate and revenue data for 2021 instead. 

While Ukraine imposes a very low carbon tax rate, the broad carbon tax base covering CO2 emissions, 
such as emissions from industrial activities, electricity and heat generation, and residential and commer-
cial buildings, leads it to perform well under the c-efficiency ratio.185 However, the tax excludes mobile CO2 
emissions from transportation, as well as non-CO2 GHG emissions, the latter of which make up around a 
quarter of the nation’s total emissions as of 2019.186 

One possible justification for excluding the transportation sector would be a high fuel excise tax.  How-
ever, Ukraine does not have a large fuel excise tax acting as an implicit carbon price for transportation 
emissions. Before Ukraine suspended its fuel excise tax in response to the 2022 Russian invasion, the tax 
was levied at a rate well below the lowest fuel excise tax of any EU country.187 

184 World Bank, “State and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2022,” May 24, 2022,  https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/publication/a1abead2-de91-5992-bb7a-https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/publication/a1abead2-de91-5992-bb7a-
73d8aaaf767f73d8aaaf767f. 

185 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard”; see also Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Ukraine CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, 2020, https://ourworldindata.https://ourworldindata.
org/co2/country/ukraineorg/co2/country/ukraine. 

186 Ibid. 
187 Natalia Zinets, “Ukraine to Resume Excise Tax on Fuel to Replenish Budget During War,” Reuters, Aug. 15, 2022, https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/ukraine-https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/ukraine-

resume-excise-tax-fuel-replenish-budget-during-war-2022-08-15/resume-excise-tax-fuel-replenish-budget-during-war-2022-08-15/; see also Adam Hoffer, “Diesel and Gas Taxes in Europe,” Tax Foundation, Jul. 11, 2023, https://https://
taxfoundation.org/data/all/global/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/taxfoundation.org/data/all/global/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/. 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/publication/a1abead2-de91-5992-bb7a-73d8aaaf767f
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/entities/publication/a1abead2-de91-5992-bb7a-73d8aaaf767f
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/ukraine
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/ukraine
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/ukraine-resume-excise-tax-fuel-replenish-budget-during-war-2022-08-15/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/ukraine-resume-excise-tax-fuel-replenish-budget-during-war-2022-08-15/
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/global/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/
https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/global/gas-taxes-in-europe-2023/
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United Kingdom

Rate (2022) $23.65 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 420 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $9.94 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.87 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.09 (24th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0.

The United Kingdom introduced a carbon tax (known as the Carbon Price Support) in 2013. As the EU 
ETS’s price had been low and volatile, the British government introduced the carbon tax to provide a stable 
incentive for reducing carbon emissions.188 The Carbon Price Support originally acted as a top-up tax in 
addition to the EU ETS to reach a combined targeted price set three years in advance.189 Since Brexit, the 
UK has established its own ETS system, in addition to the existing carbon tax. The EU ETS still applies in 
Northern Ireland post-Brexit, and correspondingly the UK ETS does not apply there.190    

In some ways, the United Kingdom’s low efficiency score partly reflects its successes as a policy, as the 
tax has significantly shrunk the size of its already-limited base. The tax is solely focused on the power 
sector, which now accounts for a small share of the country’s overall greenhouse gas emissions.191 Since 
the carbon tax was introduced, emissions from the power sector have shrunk dramatically, while emis-
sions in other sectors have been much more stable.192 The primary driver of the reduction in power sector 
emissions is a dramatic decline in coal usage, with coal predominantly being replaced by natural gas.193 

However, the policy’s success at driving down power sector emissions, and the existence of another 
carbon pricing mechanism, do not fully explain the UK carbon tax’s low efficiency rating. The carbon price 
support and UK ETS are both largely focused on the power sector, with the ETS covering some industrial 
and aviation emissions.194 Other than aviation, transportation emissions are largely ignored, as are agricul-
tural emissions. 

188 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
189 David Hirst, “Carbon Price Floor and the Price Support Mechanism,” House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper No. 05927 (January 2018), https://researchbrief-https://researchbrief-

ings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN05927/SN05927.pdfings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN05927/SN05927.pdf. 
190 Department for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy, “UK Emissions Trading Scheme Markets,” updated Sep. 5, 2023, https://www.gov.uk/government/publi-

cations/uk-emissions-trading-scheme-markets/uk-emissions-trading-scheme-markets.
191 Hannah Ritchie and Max Rosen, “United Kingdom: CO2 Country Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Aug. 29, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/unit-https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/unit-

ed-kingdomed-kingdom. 
192 Ibid.; see also Alex Muresianu, “Carbon Taxes in Theory and Practice.”
193 Ibid. 
194 HM Revenue and Customs, “Environmental Taxes Bulletin Commentary, June 2023,” updated Sep. 29, 2023, https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/environ-https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/environ-

mental-taxes-bulletin/environmental-taxes-bulletin-commentary-june-2022mental-taxes-bulletin/environmental-taxes-bulletin-commentary-june-2022; see also World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”

https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN05927/SN05927.pdf
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN05927/SN05927.pdf
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/united-kingdom
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/united-kingdom
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/environmental-taxes-bulletin/environmental-taxes-bulletin-commentary-june-2022
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/environmental-taxes-bulletin/environmental-taxes-bulletin-commentary-june-2022
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Uruguay

Rate (2022) $4.99 per Ton 

Total GHG Emissions (2021) 406 Megatons of CO2 Equivalent

Potential Revenue (2022) $2.03 Billion

Actual Revenue (2022) $0.167 Billion

C-Efficiency Ratio 0.08 (26th of 31) 

Source: Author’s calculations; World Bank Carbon Pricing Dashboard; EDGAR v.7.0. 

Uruguay passed a carbon tax in November 2021, which took effect on January 1, 2022, through Presiden-
tial Decree No. 441/021.195 The tax is adjusted according to changes in the consumer price index and it 
applies to all liquid fuels, with the exemption of jet fuel and sales of fuel to gasoline manufacturers. The 
carbon tax rate for 2022 is UYU 5,645.45, or USD 137.30. Decree 435/022 set the new value of the Uru-
guayan carbon tax at UYU 6,024 (USD 155.86) per ton for 2023.196

A large portion of Uruguay’s emissions come from the agricultural sector—over 70 percent, as of 2019.197 
This provides the primary explanation for the country’s carbon tax performing poorly on the c-efficiency ra-
tio, as the tax is focused on CO2 emissions from liquid fuel combustion, ignoring the methane and nitrous 
oxide emissions coming from agricultural processes. The exemption for jet fuel, and not taxing industrial 
processes, further chip away at the tax’s efficiency, but agriculture has the largest impact.198

195 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard”; see also Grantham Research Institute at the London School of Economics, “Climate Change Laws of the World,” https://https://
climate-laws.orgclimate-laws.org. 

196 World Bank, “Carbon Pricing Dashboard.”
197 Hannah Ritchie and Max Roser, “Uruguay: CO2 Emissions Profile,” Our World in Data, accessed Sep. 19, 2023, https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/uruguayhttps://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/uruguay. 
198 Ibid. 

https://climate-laws.org
https://climate-laws.org
https://ourworldindata.org/co2/country/uruguay
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